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The conversion of a .decision· ·tabie · into an optimal ·decision tree, 
is en integral part of most de,cisi-on table compilers. · In. bat ch pro-
" , ..... 






ce·ssing the emphasis is. on. maxindzi~g througbput. · For oo:rnputing~ syste~~. · ·· · · 










· with multiprogra:nnning capabilities {most common today), :the. obje.ci:;ive 
' • • • • 0 r ~ > 0 
• • ; 
shifts to mininrl.z:tng stor·age requirements. 
. '141' . 
. . . . ·.~ ... 
Likewise, in· a transaction-. 
. . \ . 
'\ : . 
. - ' 
oriented (real-time) -~ystem, the objective is to min.imize ·t.he response 
. • . A t·ime to transactions. - Heuristi.c appro·aches tq· optimization have proven. 
to be more practical than optimal seeking methods that:: use mathematical 
.. 
I , 11 
programrni~g techniques. This thes~.s- establi~hes some funds.mental con-
cepts of a heuristic approach to the ·conversion o:f limited entry d~cision 
... 
tables into decision· -~rees and .propos.es &lgorithms for the latter two 
objectives • .. 
/ 
The npdel used is basically that of'a complete de.cision tree. 
Partial decision trees -are· created by the elimination of condition te.sts 
_from the complet.e. tree. The :r~lation-ship· between dash (immaterial)-
.·· -·--·~·-···-'-·· .· 
··:-·'~·'c entri·es -in a decision table and eliminated sub-trees is devel9peQ.. The 
,, 
·.• 
\ ·._. -. - . ' 
,,' --, . 
a;t.gorithms include a method for predetermining which conditions must be 
' 
tested for procedural purposes, even tho:u,gh they· are immaterial to ~ 
particular rule from a· l_ogical point of view. Probabilities are .asso-
I . 
ciated with· the rules and t·est times with the conditions when the 
,, 
objective is to minimize :res:p6nse time •. Examples illustrati~g the 
. r . . 
performance o~ the propo·sed. algorithms are presented and compared to 
approaches discussed in the literature~ 
. r.. 
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'IN:TRtiDUCTION AWD. BACKGROUND ... :.· 
' . '. A •. 'Descfiption·or·necisiqn·Table 
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Before any discussion of decision t&bles·. or. deci.sion table-





teristics ~nvolved.. A decision table niay be describ,ed: as· an:. orderly_,' 
non-procedural 2-dimensiona~ representation of tne logic ne-cessary 
to solve a problem. .}ff: could say t"hat 'the: creation of a decision 
table. forces the· j:dentificat·ion of exactly what . set of conditi.ops 
.,, 
must be S$tisf-ie·a. bef.or.e: :a, g.iv~r:i set of act-ions .can ·be .Per:f'o_rm~.a. ·a.n·d 
facilitates the :i.9.elit.ifi·c.ation .of· elements whtch h·ay~ ;QO i-n_fluenc.e: ·on. 
a set of actions. 
B. History of Decision ·Tab:L,es 
,: . Practically everyone e~periep:c,es :some· c:e)n:ta.ct ·vi th tables in 
.everyday l_ife and ::make.s de.ci·s·io_rls l>ase,d on these tables. While . 
. . . 
these tab.lea ~~y ijSS:i_.s.t us in makin,g C .deci·si.o;n~' they rarely codify 
. 
. ), decision. rules bas.ed on. s:pecif'ic co11dit,ion~. and resu.l ta.nt actions •. 
' 
. ' While tables in generai , have· been_ :around for quite a long time, 
decision t~bles, are relatively new. I·n 1957· General Elect.ric began 
.. ,~··, 
an 11 Integrated. _Systems Proje~t" to study· manufacturing processes .. 
• 
· and the role of computers. Because of the complex l_ogic structures-
. 
involved, a meth.od Of expressi·on c·alled "decision str.ucture· tables" • 
' ' • . .,. ........ -: 
was developed. At appro~mately the same t:tn1e the Sutherlan:d Comp~ . 
-, .. . 
. 
-~ . . 
- . : ' 
. ,. 
was deyelop~.ng de'cision tables ,a~ ·ari aj;d to sys·'.tell}S analys.is. · By · 
1959 Hunt Foods ·ha;d also ·begun ·to use decision tables, and in. May of 
•· ... .._,' -:.,,-. 
,. 
_). \ 
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and -dedicated one of its committees to the obj:ective of developin.g a 
. machine ind.ependent·,· systems oriented language. This committee be·gan. . 
t• ,r' 
. 
to study decisio~ tables arid after two years produced the decision 
• 
. table language; DETAB-X. General Elect.ric presented their work· on 




_then spent the next tw:o. years developing -decision- table processors • 
nurpig ~his_ time IBM, Rand, Boeing and ·the Insurance· .company. of North 
.':, 
·also worked on processors. The period from 1962 until 1965 
, 
was for the most part inactive. But 1:n June of 1965 the Special 
Interest Group .for Programming Langtlages (SIGPLAN) appointed a work-
ing group to develop a decision table preprocessor. The preprocessor 
. 
was written in COBQ~, accept.ed tables coded in COBOL, and produced . . 
COBOL source code. Even though its implementation ~as widespread, its 
inefficient conversion algorithm and 1.ack of maintenance led to its 
eventual disappearance. Since 1960 the decision table processors 
written- have been COBOL oriented. The exceptions ar~: (1) IBM's 
System/360 Decision Logic Translator that processes decision tables 
coded in FORTRAN and (2) ERCTRAN developed ·at the Western Electric 
Engineering Research Center which was written in FORTRAN. According 
to Pollack[l3], the history of decision table processors ~an be viewed 
'---JI 
.~ ..... ---as consisting of four eras: 
1. The era of initial development, 1957-1960. 
2. Th.e· first era of preprocessors, 1961~1962. 
. . '' 
... 
, . 
The era of silence, 1963-1965. 
• ' J • • - '• • ~ r •. ' .1· h, 
,' ·'. ~. /·:·'.·. '' . . ' . ' 
3. 
4.- The, second era of preproc·essors, 1966-presetit. 
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•, C. :.fypes .. of -Tables and Forms 
.,--- --~. 
Decision tables are generally· viewed as fall·ing into one of. . . 
. 
:-- .,... . ,.._ .. . , . .l • .. • '. 
- -· 
•• 
· two categories, l'imited entry. and ·exte·nded entry-... · A .combination o·f. • • ' 
,, 
I' .. 
I the two being conside.red mixed. entry. . . 'The limit·ed ·ertry table . con~ists 
. 
of . con di :tions' rules~. :apq._ 'ac·tion .sets whe-r¢ ·each rule·. is de·s cri bed 
• 
. 
-by indicati_ng _that a condition :µn~st be -satisfied·;. need. not. be satis.:.. 
, A ·, 
tied or is ~mm~teri.e.1·. · These three stat.es-. ~e · desigrie,t~d· by ·the· 
- following -symbols: 1~· o, or -. A rule's act.:ton ,set -c:C>:nsis.ts of 
.. 
... .. 
,.;.-·1 .. ;_ the particular· action or acti.ons. a11d the_ir sequenc~ which- .flre to 'be 
taken at -execution tim.e for th_e :parti.cUl·ar rul.e-. 
fro:m one rUle to ano.ther,, .A simple limitE;c;I -entry t:able is shown in 
fi·gu.r.~ l.:1. Since there. ar.e ·thre_e conditJ.ons- involved in the table 
.in JJ'.igu:te 1.'.l. •. tbere are 23 ,:Possible unique orderings or simple rules 





. Rule 1 impli.es tbat both of: the simple rules O .and l :rnals.e: up 
l 0 
rule 1. ·l'hat is, they both :result in the execut_i-on of a.ct:ioh · l. A 
similar ob:servation can be :·maae· for rules two -and three in- the t:a.ble • 
From our observatipns we. _see t·hat: six simpl·e rules are represented 
• 
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' ' 
. rules to. be thrown into a c-atch ~l. called the ELSE·) rule,. ,,i th .1 ts- · -...... -- .:. 
' 
\ . ' . 
,, . .. : : / 
corre.spo~di-ng ELSE action set. In. this case the ELSE action set · 
,.,. . . ~ .. , 




rule appears in more. th~n ·one rule .in the ta.ple ,· thus ·we say that ~ the 
' . .. , 
' . 
'. . ... .. 
rules in the t·.i:tb.le are, mtituaily· exclus·ive' implying that ·there are· p.6 · 
• ' Jo •· . •· ' ' 
redundancies , or. ·contradict.ions .•. · At this point, to. a.void confus·ion ,· we· :..· .: 
• ~ I 
will define a ·transaction ·to be· ·the stat.e o·f the co.ndition'variable(sl · 
for all .ct>ndi tions at execution t·ime· • 
.~ 
iven .. though this tbes-is will be- conc·erne·d wi.th 'limi·ted, entry 
decision tables: only·, the, form or . an extended· entry table' is pres·:ent·ed_ 
•. 1. • ., ••• 
in 'Figure l. 2= for con·t:rast·-.•. , An .extended entcy: table actµ~ly ;c:0P.tai.11f3 
,, 
st.ate of ·the c,o.ndi·tions_, in the ruJ.:e entries as strictly yes or no 
answers.... 
,, 
· conditions. ~p ,i.nto .. ~ :f?:~r$es o.f. $iID.pler con.di'tiqns: result:in'g: in yes or 
. . 
, .: ';,. no answers.. ·This is ,the. common procedure. for· ·converting extended 
.. ,. ,. ' 
I • , ·,. .'t·;t; ' 
,~. 
,entry tables to 1-imited entry tables. 
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, D... Some .. -Advantages and Disadvantages 
The· arguments for and against' decision tables ·c·ouid·d.eve.lop into .. 
a lengthy' discussio~. However, a nicely coJIIpiled list has been 




presented .by j. EllisI2 ]. Among some of the advantages. listed are · 
that decision tab.1·es: 
·!--· 
· 1. "F9rce the an.alyst to· make a complet~ and. acc~rat:e 
' 
statement of the ·problem l_ogi.c.·'" · 
2. "Ease the· ·ll'l.odula.rity des_ign of programs,. $.:[nee actions . ·• . . . 
are brolt'f~ .. n into ·sma.]l pa,ck.ages arrd '.banc:iled. s_eparately from . ,· •. 
condition test·in_g .. 'r 
... 
3. "Provide ·better ·coIIllilurtica~·ipn. ·b·etwe:en ·t::t1e .ma.n_age·r ;, t_he analy·st 
and the pr:ogr:am:nrer: .• :"· ·. ·· 
:.·.-
·4. "Are relative·ly· easy to: .c·reate:, t(l ch,~ge ,, an.cl t.o read; 
·~ J 
:;,-·, 
.it is ·no, great prob1e·m to extend ·the ·co:p:di tions ., rule·.s, an..d/ 
:or actions in a table." ' ', ~ .. · . . . . . 
. . 
5:·. "Provide .an .exce;J;.l~nt ·form .. ·of :~o·cum.entation since all of 
;; the sources o:r a sp·ec:i.fi..c ~ction. can be ·s~en." 
. 
. 6.. "Make it relatively .-e:a..s.ier: to s:eparate. :applic~t:iton·. l.pgic 
from computer procedur·a.1 conside·rations:." 
Statemen~s 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6. t_ogether provide a basis for statement 3 . 
Ellis also states one disadva.nt_age of decision tables. "When 
• . 
creati~g ~ecision tables the:i;-e can exis·t a str.o~g tel'.llPtation for the,, .... ' ,, 
systems analyst to ~over specify~·" That :ts, t~e nature of decision w: 
/l,. 
I ' 





and these must be .combined or des_ign_ated in the. ELSE rule, 
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. ., 
f •• 4- _.\ 
possible, in·. order to: 8.void ~xce$sive1Y large progl'ams. ' 
·-~ .... ~.-.··--~--·~---. E. The Optimizat~on Criteria 
, .. w:o.sc-. 
' q' 
Since the purpo9e ot · a deci-sio.:p tabl.e translator is to translate·, . 
. ' decision ta~les into _coµip~ter pro_gra.ms., an· effort sh~µld .·be made· :t,P -· · 
pro·duce an optimal t,ranslation subje.~t t·o ·som~ ~riteria·.· · ·Thus., ·the 
term decision table_:. 9pt:Lin:i.za.tion is used· a.rid r~fe-:r;-s to the object .. · 
pr_ogram produce:a· at its ·exe~ution t.inie. - Two widely accepted, criteria, 
. which are also use.d in this· thesis:, are the app_roaches of (1·) mini-~ 
mizi_ng stor_age re_qui_~¢ments and (2) mini:mi·ztng, the average response 
(run) time ·o_f t~e ob_je·c.t..· :pr.o·g;r-am~- Tlle .c-once.pt of :min1mizi~~ a 
-
. pr_ogram' s: ~tor_age -requirement-s helps t:.c> ma.rl·iniz,¢: 9yeraJ.l thro_ughput 
in a batch _environment-~ Thi.s st:ateme~t-· ·is made -un·der t-he assumption 
that as· progranis. :req,µre -smaj.ler amounts -of st-or_age ,: mor·e -programs . ~ 
:can· be run. -There ·are three things .. ,:_th.at pl.ey a pa.rt ·i-n either a 
pr_ogram' s size · ·o_r- its response ·tinie when it is generated by a dec-isi.on 
table tra.11slato·:r·. These are:- (1) the way in which the acti-on sets-
are -coded, {2) the :ord~:r;- or: _sequence in which the conditions are 
tested, and ( 3) the e·ffi:ciency· of the compi:ler::'--ilSed to create the 
· object pr_ogram. But if we ass11me that the action sets a.re already--
coded arid that the: compiler has already been cposen, then the problem 
of optimization: lies in our treatment of the condition,s. Two common . 
• • 
methods of t.ranslation ·a.re those usi~g rule ~sk techniqu~s ~d thos~ 
r 
• 
using decision _:tree.s ~. Essentially -t:he rule. ··mask techniques create . . ~-
. ' " ~ . 
' . 
•• 1 I ' 
.. ",, t 
... 
- ---- a binary data vector f'rOlli a transaction by testi~g each condition in 
the table azrd then compare the dat-a vector to the rules to determine 
-. . l . 
, ' 
I i • " 
·1 . 
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whi.ch· action set. to -execute. 
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The :de·ci'sion tree' approach does not . 
,· 
' . ·.. ·~1 : 
.. .,. . '. 
: '' 
'. 
' ' ' ~- . 
'i .\ ., ·-,i ' ' 
'.-.. 
. 
. ' . •', ... , . : .~ ','. . '. . j: . 
' 
necessarily require that all · conditions be -tested for every rule. · · 
' 
. Usually, only the condit'ions pertinent to a particular rule need to 
' . 
' 
' ' ' ,0 ' be tested. · .The resulti~g tree. can "p·e called a. part~a.1 ~ree. 
' ' . 
' ' 
there app~-~rs to .be an adva.nt.age_ ~:C the decisi:on ·t·re_e .appro·ach over 
,; rule' mask' techniques _when' the objective is t·o .. nu:r.iimi_ze re_sp·onse time • 
. • 
The minimization of f?~or_age ·depends OJii the -s-ize and -structure .of 
·th~.,.table _itse_lf .• Using rule'. mask. techniques,. the·amount·of sto~age 
i·s a ::furictiori of the number· of :conditi:ons: :and th_e· nirmber o_f rules. 
" The sto~:age required when -~- de_.ci·s:ion tr~e is ·used i:s .. a. ·:f'unctiop. not 
- ~ position of dashes in t;t1e table·. 
. F. Why the Heuristic_ Approach to Optimizati·qp 
.. 
-··· 
According to Rabin Ii9] , the published algoritlmis to:r the con-• I 
-
•.• ' 
version of decision table,s into .. decision. t-ree_s: can. b·e divided into 
. 
. 
two classes : {J..} complex ana: t.ime: ~.onsiuni:rtg algorithms U$.:ilrg: 
mathem~tical pr_ogTarmnip:_g techniques and (2) -simpler _heuri·stic 
algorithms which gi·ve 1'goocl" but not necessarily opt-imal trees. . .. . •.· 
.. -
. 
The optimal tree i$ o.f::f'ined· as the one with a minimal number o:f 
. 
. 
-non-te~nal nodes .. or the. one whose expected ·res.ponse time to a 
transaction is minimal a~cordi!'lg to t·he optimization criteria • 
• 
.. c-.: Optimal seeking methods such as the branch and bound a;J-gorithn\5 . 
. -.-
proposed by Reinwald and Soland [l9 ,20] require 'an enormous amOunt ot - . 
' 
computation time. This. is ~asi·ly understood whe'n. it: is .. reaJ.ized ,· . . . ' ' ' 
_, 
. . 
·-·. . ... that there are 
.. 
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--p'Os'sible ·co.lllplete-·t.r~e:s ·for _-r1 .condit;io11s:. · :Even t:hoµgh· ·the ·e.xtstence .. 
. 
. 
. of dashes and -en· ELSE rule lower.s the nuniber o.f complete tree.:s · that 
must be exami-ried, the result· is st·_ill -quite la_rge. For instance;·· --
with only six conditions :t:he :R~i~wald....;S_oland a;t.gorithm for the 
m·;i.imum response. time criteria would. G~c·ul.ate 65,636 bounds at the· 
; fi':rth level in ·tb.~ tre·e ·alone:, not t.o .mention . the time spent in 









' . possible changes in· tl1e- f?t.:ructur·e of a .decision ta.bl·¢_ whi.ch. woul:d 
·o. 
necessitate the reqomptrt.ation of a .de.cision <tr~e, such "_.guara.nt.~ed 
' 
. optimal" pro:cedure-.s are .o:f doubtful -p_ra.ctical value. .Therefore --t·h·e. 
·, 
need for heuristic ~gorithms provi.di;ng: ;''-good" but not necessariJ.y· 
optimal. trees is apparent. 
G. Goal of the Thesis ·--., 
Heuristic ~go_rithms ·for the ,¢.nimum stor_age case usi!,lg 
decision trees, as described' .in .. the literature~ do not provide any 
justification or theoretical b.~c-;l{grou.nd. With the exception of an 
~gorithm by Press, they fail to uti:I.ize th.e ELSE -!llle· in .-tmy of'. 
' .. 
their calcuJ.ations. Pres~, on the. other -hand, does not util.ize the 
., 
. dashes in ~y of .h-i~ calculations. Heuristic a;t.gori thms for the· 
:; ; •r , ,' ' 
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', minimum tesponse. ti~~·· c,ase ·do not allow for an ELSE rule but;.·r~quire. · .. ·:.·., 
• ....,,. 
..,11 · that the simple rules comprisi~g the ELSE rule. be a ·part· of the table • 




of time t·o test. ·Therefor~,· tt 'Will be the go~;t. of this. the-si.s to 
. ' 
1G • ' ~ • 
_, .. ,-.-. . - . . -- ... ___ ....,,' \'·-l . 
. ·a~'Oelop the: ~im'damentaJ. . con:'~epts ' of' a c,;mplete t·ree a~pro~ch to- d¢-• • • • • l 
I 
• • .. · . 




. C·ision t~ble opt-imiz~ti·on and: present. ~two algorit:bms, . on.e·· .. for, :e··ac4 .. 
'I. 
• 
• • • 
•• optimization- c~it .. ~.ri_~,.- m;tnimum. st~or,age an..d ,minim.um respon.se time. The.· . . . ' . . . '' .... 
. 
' / 
concepts will. include : (1) the. relation:ship between .dashe:s. in the ~ . 
-
decision table and non-terminal node elimination in the decision· tree, 
(2) a 1116.ok-ahead'' strategy to foresee non-terminal node eliminations · 
due tq t.he:ELSE·ruJ..e., (3) away to detect dash splitting, (4) the 
in:~~rdependence of· the .ELSE rule and dash -eliminations of node :sets. 
end (5) the gss_igni~g of v·a.r.iable conditi.on: ·te.stin·g: time .. s ,.f.o.r.· .minimum 
,. 
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INVESTIGATION o·r LITERATURE 
' ,, . ' 
,, -. '. 
. ' ." . ·~ 
' . J . . c' < 
' ' 
. . ,!,--:·,·-···" •• 
A;· Rule·· Mask Techniques.~ 
- Pio ' ;. ' 
. • ... 
One of the first metho0;s-.for conve-rting ·&~cia.i.on .tabl.e$ into ·. · 
. . . ~ ' . ''•• 
- ,_: .... :. ~ ..... ,,,_ -~-·-··:.:: ___ . 
_·_ · COmpUt~r prog:r'~s was a rule mask -technique prbpoSed by K1;rk [B] ~ ' · It ·· .. · . I' 
' '• 
' •, • I is nothing more· than a sc~i·ng ·pro'ces·s' with certain· mask:lp.g·-~ 11>.rovisions . 
'I 
consider the table in Figure · 2 .1: 
Rl R2 R3' R4 
-'• Cl 1 0 1 0 ,,. 
C2 0 
-
' 1 0 
C3 1 ·l 
- 0 
Al A2. A3 ·A4 
FIGURE· 2.1 













can be e~sily adde·a. The. first· step is to replace the. dash ·entri-es 
with zeros- creating: a ~ew table. At the same · time a Illas.king matrix ,; . 
consisting. oi ~l ones, except for zeros corresponding to the original 
. dashes, is formed~ .For the .example in Figl1.re 2.1 we would have: 
Rl R2 R3 R4 ELSE 
Cl 1 0 1 0 1 l 1 1 
New TQ.ble C2 0 0 ·1 0 
. C3 .1 1 0 0 . ·1 
Masking 1 0 ·l 1 
Matrix 1 1. 0 _· 1 
. 
., 
Al A2 A3 A4 AE 
C 
· .. ' 
- - .: 
: , r • .' '. 
' .. 
' . 
.. '.-:1. 'i ' r ,' ·, 
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By -t~sting :·the · conditi·ons .. eac~ transaction ,·i.s ·. c.onve~ted ··to a· binary 
. ,, . ' 
' . , 
.• data vector which is. masked· (logical AND) by the first col11mn ~n. the . 
.. 
=.. . . 
. 
It the . two -vectors 
.: .. 
masking matrix and c9~pared with the rirst ~le. -- - .. •: 
~e not equal, th~ ·data vector is. ma$ked by ~he .... s.econ:d. ce;;lumtr i_n · the · 
11 
.. ''· , ... 
m~sk_ing matrix, comp.ared with the seCOil:d rule·~· :and. ··so on .. The .pro~ ·. - .... .-- . ·. · 
·- :.· 
' 
.. ' . . 
- .cedure .. termihates when· ei tlier a match oc:cur·s, causi·ng_ execution. of_. a. 
. :,.~ ' . ' 
. ' .. , . 
" . -. ;- " ' . ' . ' ' 
. particular' action set, or 'the ·rµl.es are exltaust~-d~ ca'ijsing· execut.ion 
.. 





. . '· . . . . :'1- ' 
, then the logi·c.al pr·o:duct or AN:p. :fmrction · or·· the ., 
L 
, 
























• Therefore, we move to the 
0 1 
second colirmn_ ·C>."f 
0 ·.~ 
the .masking matrix. Th·is. results in 1 X 0 
1 l 






mbus the transacti-on is :i.dentif.ied 'as correspondin·g ·to Rule 2: and the· 
... 
. 
a.pp;rop.ria.te action set (A2) can ·be.: ex.ecuted.· 
• 
An obvious advantage of the techni.qµe a.f3. with -all rule mask 
. 
,' . 
techniques , is that each cond:i.tjon is -p·est~d only once in determinin·g 
• 
the data vector. Since the mask table is binary and requires ~. ·re-
. . 
lati vely small amount of storage., the total stora$e required i.s pro-
. ' 
.. 
portional to the: number of. cond4J:r-ion$. . However, because of the 
. ,1....: __ ,... I 
.. scanning ·procedure, the ·t·~;ehniqu.e can produce undesirable.·run times. 
in contrast ·.to ·~ decision tree approach where t'he approximate run 
'• • 1 , .• ' •' I, ' 
' ' 
'' 
. ··.· · ..... ::·:_.: .· · · .- :·tim~ •. is· ,lust. ~hat time invo,lved i·n. testing the. P.ert~nent conditio.ns , .. · 
.'f". ' 
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I ' ' ' 
' ' . ,'· ,' 
.: ', 
·~· .. · . . . ··~~. ' 
.. ,~of\ a.np.e ~ri· a·'predefinea:··.seqtie·rice·'(path. th:~otigh :th.e. ~ree)·~· . '. J ,.·' 
. ' •· .. 
J 
,1 1, 
i • • ' "" 
. . 1· 
. ' . 
'; ,, '··----...-J. '.i_, ,• ' ' G • 
· · A sindlar r-ule ·mask .techniq~e proposed by Muthukri.shnan · aµd · . · 
•. 
~--.;,_ · Rajaramari. [lO]. provide~ for thi·"d;t.ection of ambiqui ti~s at e_xecution 
. -. 
time. They arqued th~t even though two·~·rules·.-w.ere ·not- mutually ex-
c,1usive-. (i ,e. , they do not ~ffer .in at l~ast Oll_Ef · COnditi.o~) th~y 
. . . . 
.. , .. 
. ,, ... '' 
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Aj 
possible, And' :sti.P. ·· ~·os:edly· 
.· .. ·r .. . ' 






iogica.lly .. ·pt=>"s·s,ible· or :notil thus rulin_g· out ·a :decision tree approach . 
. ,
. 
At th.is ·po:tht· tJ1eir te·chnique would. ··identity· tpe ·ambiguity. 
How.ever, the logi'c of their discussi-on in a practical sense is _11ot ~a$ 
convincing. First of all, if the ·cr.e.at.or of the table is na.t _sure 1 
1 
that O is a- logical possib'i.1ity,, it would,, seem re·as·onable that 
0 
he would not want to create a ta..bi~- arid us::·e a ie.chn:tque th.at offers-
the possibility·· ·of bombing out. at execution t.ime:. :Secondly, if a: 
.. . 
mistake has been .made .in the creation of the table;· it would. seem, 
B:4.vantageous to determine the ambiguity ·at ·translation time (usi-ng 
L ._,, •. 
: de~is.ion tree·~) rather than at execution time. 
1 
or_iginator of the table truly knows that O 
·~'\. 
-·· ·/ 
' ... ~ 
0 
' 
And thirdly i if tb.e 
• 
is a logical impos-





· · technique in the f'irstr plac~: unless one is trying to handle an error .·· 
' • , I' I -, • 
condition~ This ·cQuld. be. equally provided a.path corresponding 
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Rl R2 
·+ ' R3 ELSE 









0 ,. ! .. • -. C3 O -
·A3 · AE 
then the table become$ : 
.':l:f a. part i cu:tar transaction 












. ' ? 
Rl R2 R3 ELSE 
Cl 1 1 0 
' 0 1 1 
•4"•• ··~ - - ... C2 1 0 1 Figure 
1 1 0 
...... ------·· C3 ' 0 0 1 
1 1 1 . 
Al A2 A3 AE· 0 






If the modi:fied table and trans:ac:tiion .are ·c·ombined as , 
1 1 0 
* 
0 1 1 
-----
* 1 0 1 
1 ·• 1 0 
--- .. -
* 0 0 1 











*rows corre~p.ondi~g to OI.1~$ 
in the transaction. 
and the rows of the table correspondi_ng to the ones in the transact'ion ... 
are written separately ; 
;th·en the result i&: ·~ ·= 
• " ( - • •• °I , "-",'. ' • r I 
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' • . • • . ' •t ' I I ... ' • •I . . ' • i • ~ • 
.. · 1'rnplie·s a match- betwee,n transaction and rule. .·If' you logically AND . 
' :. \ 
., ' ' I I 
' . 
the·· r:ows you have R ~ 1:·[0 ·· O l]. ·. Ther~fore, our transaction corresponds. 
to Rule 3· -and t·he ap_propri~te acti·on· set _is executed. If the vector R-' ... · 
J ', • . ' . 
has more than one non z~ro element ' then :there is an ~biguity. ,( ·i ~ e ~., s ,, ' 
. . . . . ·.•. ' .. . 
. . 
mor·e than one :col~ in S with. all · ones) . · 
. ... 
· .... The· inherent tendency of · the rule mask·: te:c.hniques to p:rod.uce· : _ 
. 
. f · .. 
' ' ' ' . .'. ' . .. ' ' ' . ·. . 'i ., ' ·. prc;,gra.ms with longer run ti:µies than .those produced by dee-is-ion trees.·. 
. . . 
. . . . ' 
. ,'' ' 
' . 
. 
was inves~igated· by King[ 61 . · Ihstead of evaluating ill conditions in I 
~ ,.,--·"· 
a. tra.nsacMon in order to- cre·ate the bin~ data ·vector usecl_ for 
comparison with· t·he :rules as proposed by kir~.; King proposed only 
-testing th_e p=ertin·ent: _conditi:ons of'· tt. r\lle ·.i=n: ·creating the data vector. 
-C.onsider the toiJ_owing· taole: 
Rl R2 
Cl 1 1 
C2 1-
-
C3 0 1 















AE FIGURE 2.3 
If·: the rules are tested in the order o~ R3-, Rl·, R2 and R4, then 
the logical sequence of events would be·: 
Determine C2 
(.o or 1,) 
. Determine C3 
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are tested· can determine run time, given that we know the .relat.ive 
. 'I· 
. frequencies of the >rules and the t;_imes associated ·with ·-t·estin·g the . 
. . 
conditions. King developed four ._strategies fo:r finding condit·ions· · and · 
. .,..., 
~ule testing sequences. - . The four ··Strate·gies USU.ally yield. differ.ent. 
"' 1--. ... 
I . . 
• . 
. 
~e$ult·s azjd. th:e· one· that pro.duce. a. .. testi·ng. sequence with. t.lle loweS,t- -
' 
•• ·i,., 
total .run ·time .. i·s selected for USe-. TJj._e ffr.st .,strat,egy t~sts the 
conditions in o.E;?cre:asing order of the: $um of the rule frequencies, say 
. 
· Di , where the con_dition is ·pertin.ent,:, That is , the sum of the rule _ 
" 
frequencies -where t'l1e condi ticin1 doe$·· ·not have a dash entry. The second · 
t 
strategy tests the co~ditions in'' descending order of the l:;r i divided 
. . 
by the· time it·. takes· to test the c·ondit·ion_.- Thi.s gives a measure of 
the pertinence of a .conq.i~ion r.elative to· it·s_ -test time.- The third 
.strategy tests- ·th:e rules: in :.descending order ·o:f freqµen:cy,. evaluating 
' 
,conditions (ei:tl1er a ·or· 1) only when they :become n:ece·-ss:a.ry for :testing 
the. rule.. 'l'h·e· fourt.h and last strategy used by King tests -t.he rules 
in. descending order :·or ri div~ded by the sum o:r_ the ~i_mes· for testing 
the pertinent conditions :in. a rule:. This· is base.d .on the assumption 
that rules witll low.e_r .tr·e.·quencies may still ·be :g()od ·first choices if 
th·eir evaluation times .-are ·also lov.t. ICi~g did not discuss or ,.comment 
" 
on which strategy was. the best but instead sugg~sted trying· all four 
and choosi~g the best. The technique can · be shown to offer a marked 
-· '' ', • ' ,' '• 
• e • <; 0 •. I • • 
. 
' 
, sa~iig in run time as opi;,e>~l~.d ~o Ki_rk' s _.metl;I.Qd.~. es.p,e:ciaJ.ly _on l~g~- ~ _ 
, ' ' • 
• .. 1 r • 0 • ' • 
I ~ • ~,· ' ' ' ',', > • ' " • 
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• 
-·· 
. . ,· 
.......... '• . 
. 
' 
Montiµ.bano [IO] seems to have provid~O: ·the .initial thinking fo; ,· 
·• ' 
the ·"network tec.hnique" or '~decision tree" .algorithms •. His m.ost · ·. 
' .... u..,., . ' 
• 
I .• 
.,,,. . ' 
sophisticated algorithm is ·called the ·"modified delayed !1l;le., ·method''. 
. . 
. ' .... , ~ 
. ';I'he · underlying heur.i~tic involved .. iE;; nothing ~ore· tlian · always dis- · . 
..... 
, · criminating ori, ·the· :condition· .that .splits the table int,o two sub-tabJ.es · 
• , t.. . . ' ' -~-~:.•. . 
' . that are equal .. or c·iose ·to ·equa~ in size-.• Sin.ce dashes indicate the · · 
.. 
. ' ~ . . . ' '. ·. . . 
combination. of :s·imple :r·ules, the number· of simple rules .r.ep:r:·esent·ed -·by ·· 
. . . ' 
. . • _ . _ _ . . -. . . -~-- .. . .... _. . ·No. Dashes M·.· .· a1.· b . 
a. singl~ rule -:i .. n tpe· ~al:>le is. calcul.~t~.<i as 2 · ·· _ ·• : -_ on·t .-· · . a.no 
' . . 
avoided testing: con·ditione. w.ith no. :de,shes as long: ~s· :po·ssj/ble·. To 




Rl R2 R3 R4 ELSE 0 1 
-. 
Cl 1 1 0 0 Cl 6 3 0 
C2 0 
-
0 ·1 C2 3 4 2 
C3 0 1 - - C3 1 2 6 
c4 9 0 1 - c4 3 2. 4 
.. 
Al A2 A3 A4. AE 
(1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) Rule weight 




'l'he count matr-ix gives the number of simple JJul~s c:orrespond.ing to 
each condition's zeros,. ones or dashes. (i.e., the sum of the rule 
weights for the particular type of entry) . For this example the 
algorithm would choose C.l Ete· · the root node. in: ·a· q.eci·sion tree, since· 
,' 
. ' 
the entry in the coUilt->mat·ri~ to~ the dash is:. zero (i .• e., -~ ... conditiop. ; .. ·-. 
row without dashes is always pre'ferre.d) • 
' :, ' -
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. ,• . ' 
•' ' 
' 1 ' . ' 
. -.· Morttalbano '.s. f1:lgori thm touched on the concept· of:· consideri~g 
' 
the· complete ~ree, representing all, s~ple rules, when, 'he calculated 
. ! 
. ~ . ·/ 
the·_ru;t.e weights~. However, the.ELSE·ru1e, ·which ·aiso /contains: simple· 
rules~· was not ,considered. · · ·Furthermore, as~, will be. seen in ·chapter 
. - . 
II~. of' this thesis,·. it is·· the· si_mUt,t~~-qus: evai~atio~ of ~he·. effec~ ~ .. 
I ~• 't 
of dashes in. the-- table and the use . of .the ELSE rule. t·hat. produce·s_: the·., 
I • '"' L ' ~ ' • 
; , ,I ~ . - , ... . . 
~-pr0gram--(died:sion tree) r-equi~ing trhe -least -amount .of ·storage· 
·(relative to other heuristics , in t:he literature) • ·I 
Ironically, Press [lB] . in his filgori thm tended to take adva.nta~¢ 
~or· the ELSE rule while ignoririg· t,he dashes. He realized ·that· when . 
• 
a condition row W&S all one~ or all zeros , _the opp6tii te branch in . ,, 
the decis_-ion- =tree im.med-iate·1y called for execution of the ELSE ·action 
.. 
set. Thi:s actually· c.a.uses an· eliminErt-i,on of htµ.f of the complete 
. ' 
tree, as ·vt-i·11 be ,see·n i_n Chapter ·tI:i:·. Pre·s·s·' numeric-al calculations 
·• 
were presented· with practically no lo.gical.. jlis.ti:fication whatsoever-. 
It will .be $bown -how.ev~r_, th~t- i.t i:s pos~il>le tq. c0;l_c~Q.t·e the 
number -of· non~te·rn,inal_ n.odes ( c:onditions.J that. c.an ·be. eliminated 
., 
from the =:complet·e ·tree due to the, 'ELSE. rul·e; and that- these eli-
.. 
minations become successively sm~ler·· ·_as _·you "lo_ok ahead'' down a, 
·., I • 
. .· ~r 
•. 
,, 
;! ., • 
• 
single -path in. the ·complete'. tree. Be·fore illustrating Press·• algot·ithm--, . 
. ,. 
its decision rules are presented:_ 
(1) Always cho·ose a condition to test. that has _all 
zeros or a.1,1 ones, ~-f_ possibl~:. ·. 
' ,· ,. 
. :~ ,... . '. 
• ·' ' " ,· ,e ~-
, ' ·~- ."; -~ ~. 'ii 
(2) Choose a sipgle con~ition_.tli~1i.J;a~. no· _dashes, 
. ' ,.,, ' : '•· 
poss:ible. ' 
. . . I . 
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comdition, look for compienienting ·entries in.
1 
. ' 
the other conditions and count .the number of. 
- . . 
-.rules involved.,. · .Whenever there is a· co:m.p- • ' • • • J 
.. 
limenting condi t~io.ri, choose···-.t-he condition . 
I' 
. ' 
that maximizes the count. t' . 




. . In .Figure·2.5 ·Cl's ze!o's groupl:has··no ~omp.1¢menting te·ntrie.s •. 
' . 
. . 
. The one's. grou~, bowever, has two complemeniting entries with . 
Rl R2 R3 R4 ELSE 
Cl .1 ·O 1 0 Cl •·s count = 0 + 2 + 2 = 4 
.C2 ;,• 1 0 1 C2's count - 0 + 0 + 2 - 2 - -
C3 0 .1 0 0 C3's count = 1 + 0 + 1 2 -' 
c4 1. 1 1 0 C4's count - 1 + 1 + 1 - 3 -
Al A2 A3 A4 AE 
Figure -2 .5 
. 
two rules in vol ve·d in each. Thus: Cl's count is O + 2 + 2 = 4. 
For this example, Cl would be the root node in the decision tree 
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Pollack [i4] proposed two algori tbms for c0::nverti:ng decision 
tables to decision tre.es; one for, minimum storage considerations and , 
. ' r.. 
the other for minimum response (run) time considerations. He made 
. 
' calculations based on the dashes in a table, .but did not exa.m.ine 
the fact that the ELSE rule provides a way of: creat·ing a tree sma.ller · · 
. . than the compl.ete· tree; even when a conditip,n ·row is not all ones 
or ·zeros.·· In other words, he _,-did not try to look ahead as was 
attempted by Press. Because of these points and the physical 
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. number Qf simple ruies, ·ass~ciated' with the ELSE rule.·. Pollack,· .... ·: .. ,. 
. 
. 
. himself, laid no logic;:al ·foundation for his. algor:i:thms .other .than.· .. ·. 
·~ I 






. stated [141: "I ~ow describe two .a,l.gori thins' but . Orrer. no p-ro~f. that ' , . . . 
-
they acco~plish their objectives. · Ho_pefUlly, others will develop. · 
the· necessary proofs or offer coUiit·er-exa.mples to. prove that the 
~gorithms fail." 
The two calculat.i.ons :required for ·each ·table or· sub-table are 
1the column count an~ the dash count. A thi.rd: calculation · called 
delta is ma.de to 'break ties in the dash· :c·otint·.. ·The co·111mn count 
for each rule ·is.· .fo~c;l by .rai.sing the: ·numb.e.r two to 'the number o:r 
da.shes in• the co·lµDlll f:i. ~ e.·., the numper of simple rules z-.epresented 
·,. 
by the $ingle rule ·in· :t·he:. ta."t>lJ~) ~.: T·he dash cotin·t. for· e:ach c0ndition 
is the sum of th:e ,~o~u.mn· ·counts ass.oci~t~d with the· cfashes, if any, 
in the .cond.itiozr. Delta,. for each cp.ndition·, ·is -th~ absolute value 
of the difference betw.een the sum· of the column counts for the :c~ne '-s 
group ( excluding dashes) ;ar:td the :zero's group. . The algo.rithl'.p, 
is :illll.Strated in, ·Figure 2 .6 .. 
• 
·:po~lack's aj.:goritbm for th·e minimum response (run) time cas.e is·, 
:a simple ~xtensio·n of his. 'minimum storage alg9rithm. The dash . . - . . . . 
. . 
. 
. counts become we±:&hted .das~. co~tS> (WI)C) . by mul ti·PJ.Y;.ng · •the . C01umil · 
. 
counts ~Y the· ruie · frequencies pefor;a s11mming th.em.:. · since the EL~E - .· . . . . I 
. 
. 
. • . 
~ • ' • :· •• • • • • • 
' • ' . • 
- .. 
. i ' • . .. •, ')" . ' ' : • • 
• rule 1s not considered 1.11 the . cal ..culat1ons, the ·a1gor1 thm be:comes 
· more· an·d. .niore. ·ineffective. a.s the ·frequency of the ELSE ·increases. 
-· 
.· 20 . 
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. ~- ··.'. ' .. < .Furthermore, a]l condit.ion·s are regarded as···having the same .test . '. ' .·'.:_ .··. 
. ' ' ' 
. 




,_ ; .. 
I" time. An example table is translated into a decision.~tree in· 
;, .. , 
Figure ·2. 7 to i·llustrate· t~e .algo·ri thm •. · . I ' ·• 
' The· concept of information theory was bro11ght · into use in pro 
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is· the.sum of the probab;ilities· 0£ the s:imple- rules comprising the 
. I 
. . • -
rule. . Shwayder did rtot consider the· cost .. s- (times) associated with 
testing the condi·tion_s • Furthermor·e· -- th·e ELSE rule has to be broken . . .. .. . ' 
1.n:t·.o all :o.f its: -simple rules ·if· the algorithm .is to be applied. 
, 





P. 1·· _l p 1· l 
. 0 .. · Og ~, + ·. 1 . og ~· 
:Shwayde.r· def.:i.nes ·· •P to be: the. ·c.ond.itional prob'abil!ty of. a ct,n·d.i tion .. ' ... · .. , .. ,· . . l 
. \ bein·~- .a :one- and PO the conditional probability of .a ·condition being 
·a. ·-zero., given that they a.r.e not dashes . Th.en by lett-ing P equal the· 
. . . I 
:prob.ability of a condition •.not being a· d~_sll,_ -he computE?s the entropy 
-
of a, condition (row) wfth the expression: 'E = P(P11.og i + P0log} ) • 1 · 0 
• ('"''' 
The condition with ·the hi:ghest entrophy is- always_ chosen. Since 
l l . :·- ----·----. . . . . . P 1 log P + P 0log P· _ ll~s its- maximum value, which· is one, when 
. 1. Q. 
.:.., ---1 .. 
P1 = P0 = .5; i'I;. i$ then see'n that the value oft fS.a.1$0 lll.8.XimiZed 
• I \ 
••• .... , ._._.! if·p = 1.. W~ ·can- $ay that··E, ·for ·a· ¢ondi·tion, -is· really a weighted-
,,_ 
_- L " - I " ,, • • 
. I ' ' ·' 
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· value of entropy of the non-dash elements of' :a condition. rqw, wher·e 
. 
. 
the weight (P) c.orresponds to tbe probability that the condition will 
be .pertinent .to ari arriving transaction (i.e., P is the sum- of the . . 
. "' " ........ -·· .. , ......... -,· - .. . .. -- '" 
. ~ . ' 
., •• •- • I 
,_ -
·-.. -- . ~ ~ . ,. probabilities of ·the r.uJ..es in the table whose ent·~i,es for .the con-
• 
dition are ·not das;hes). 
:.· .... 
~·1 





research by Garey[ 5]doeS provide us. with at lea1?t -e.ri intuitive reel 
·for its· useful,ness as a heuristic appro~c.h. , ·consider a t·able with 
. 
. no dashes (a.11 simple r~es), where each condit_ion: cost (ti~e): i~ 
one and the. procedure .q:f:: ··constructillg. ~ c:lecisiot1 tr.ee is t.o ·alway;s 
choose the concl.it,i()n wbi:ch s1i1iis the .remai·n.ing rul~ pos.sib:ilities 
{the two resuf ting sub-tables.) i·nto sets having the .most nearly 
equal .prob.ability .sums.. It can be she>wn that this. tfpr~bability 
s_pl.i tti_ng" a:Lgorithm yields a decision tree <wbo$e. ave:rage respons.e· 





' ·., ~ ' 









' " ,· 1 
! time. :For ·th.is partiqula:r: ·type of tabl~ the entropy (E) cal·culation: 
. - .,. 
:wtll .alway:$· ·be maximized when ·this probabilit.y splittinl?; i-s ~c-
. 
" 
co:m:p·.:lishecl ._(i.e.,when P1 = .•. 5· ... an.d P. = •. 5· E = l =: ma:x.).· Therefore, . . . 0 ' . 
we see that ·the us-~r··or the entropy calc~ation i:s nothing more than_ an 
approach to "probability ep.ii.tting" even when there are dashes- in 
• 
a table. But for the general case_, where the rules may have dashes, 
,. 
it" is not known whether tJ1e ratio of the cost- .. of a probability • 
-splitting algori thin' s .. ,solution to the optim~ cos-t, for tables with ' ~ , .. 
unit condition, test.ing co1?ts, is bounded. by a constant [ 5] • Application 
of Shyayder's algo.rithm. to a decision table is· illustrated in Figure 2.8. 
,• ,. 
' . 
, . \• . .' -~ . ': .. '. 
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,., Verhelst [~3] · a.lso.'.}?To:po1?ed an algorithm. f;r the minimum response . •• ••• •'•• 








., time criterion. As in previous algorithms it does not· allow for an 
. i 
',ELSE r,µe, and is not accompanied with ·any theoretic~ background· br 
i 
justification .. The algorithm does allow the use~ to spec.ify different 




-' ' - ! . . 
rule' is to· .always choose a. condi·tio.n to t·est. that :.is -most pertinent •. · 
. 
· In this case· the lower the :f'reqtien9y. o.:r· r-ul_es., with dash entrie·s for· 
a parti..qul~ c·ondftion,, tJ~e Jnore: pertin:e.nt i~ is. . This value of 
·:p~_rt.,i·n.ency is 'then ''-w;eignt·ed'' -.by :t:he cost {timel. o.f'· testing t.n,~ ., 
·c:ondition_,, :_giv:i..ng co.s-1~-pert-in,enqy trade offs in the final cal·culation. 
I:f' :f'J is the .frequency o.f tb.E! Jth rule in the table and ti. is the 
cost - ( time) as_s.ociat·e.d .wi-t·h tes·ti_ng ·t_he. i th condi ton~ then at each 
stage in tbe :se·1ect:ion of .a. co.ndi tion i., choos.e .i such· t.hat: 
m:. = t." r j 
.1 'l:.""~ 
is minimized. . . . . . - . •. . . 
j 
··. ( j for all-· :rul.e:s ·c.ont.af~·irig a dash in cond.i·ti.P:P :i] -As ·we· will s:ee ir1 
Chapter 1·r·:t·,. ~ :da.$'h does: -not guarantee_ that a conditit>.Ii_ w~_l.J. ·.not have 
to be tested :i:n ora.·e:r to identify a particular act~on $·~t. to:,·:be· ex-· 
:,cute'.d\.. Th.eretore_, any calculation tba.t b~ses ·it$· ::ref;u:J.ts. ( a.s: in this: 
:algorithm. and Pol_lack'-s. l on tlre .a·ashes, without .investigat:ing which .... 
dashes wi'l.1 1:e·su.1t- in the: -e·l'imination of condition tests, will not 
be as accurate .as -one that does. The a.lgori thm by Verhelst i:s· 
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Av.g. Response Time= .1(25+180) + ,35(25+180+110) + ,05(25+180+110) 
· + ._·30{25+110) + .z.ot2,:5+110+180-J + ... 05{25+~10+180) 
=·· .. 1(.205) + .35(315·), + .05(315) + .• 3Q{.J;35) 
. . ... 
. . . .. 
+ • 20(3l:5) + ... 0:5( 3J-·5) = 265. 75 . · ,, 
;,. . ,· 
' " 
. i, . 
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" 
~ .... - OPTIMIZATION WITH MINIMUM STORAGE CONSIDERATIONS··. ·' 
,. 
A. · ne·rini tions and. Terminology - ,, 
......... 
Before discussing the ·fundamental 
. . 
. . . 
· seems advis~ble to define the terms that are used • 
.. ~ 
.(1) 
• . . 
. . 
Bin-ary .ne·c~sion _Tre·e - A roo~ed binary _tr~e ha,:v~;ng_ 
i"·. 
. .-:' . - ~ 
·. 
;th·e ··-ro:ll:bwin·g· ·propert·i es-·: .. 
.. 
. a. The non-terminal -n~:tdes are condition$, · 
b •. .. The terminal nodes are pointers to s_equenc.es of 
actions , .and 
c. No condi ti-on a.pp.ea.rs more than onc·e Ellongi a- pa;th . 
. from· the root node· to ·a termirie.l no·de. 
·(2)· .Complete Decision . T~ee - A· ·bina:cy decision;, tre.e having 
exac.tly 2n termi,n~ npcies· .. , wher·e: n. ·i:s the .numbe.r of 
conditions. 
" (:3) Partial Decision T·ree- - A. b.i·nary d.ecisi:ort t.ree having 
less than 2n termi-nal riod~s-, w~ere n is ·the' number of 
conditions. 
• 
( 4) Conqru.ent Nodes - Any s.et. of ·two o:r ·.m.Qr~ .non·-terminal 
nodes such that each ·node. in the .set :h:as-: :exactly _ the 
same number o.f non~terminal ·nodes b·etwe.en. the r.o.ot of 
;-
the complete tree EUid it.self. '· 
(5) Level Numb·er in a D~c:Lsi_on Tree - The _numb_er, k, ·as-
··'··-· 








sociated with EL: $et of . conq~uent nodes where k ~ 2 is . . .. ' . . . 
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"' •. 1,,' 
·.!m1e·- 1root':tio.de',:is ,defined.;to· .. be at 1·evel ·one.,, ;. ·.· .. · .. • - • • '.· ' ' ' ' 
.... ',, ' • • • 
• ; 4 
.. . 
' .. 
.. : . (6). ·. Sub~Tree. ~ A binary deci.sion :tree ·whose root no·de is· 
a non-terminal node of so:rne other binary. decision · 
L: •' d • 
' ·- _;_ " ~ t -, , , r ·._' ' ': , , 
:' •' I 
. \, \ 
. ., ' ' 
' ' I . • • 
. I . 
..... ... 
. • .. ·-' .:.-... • ·:.. • .. ·-1,"' ,,.,_. .... . ... . . . . .. . .. 
tree. A sub-tree may b·e c~nsidered .cQm:plete or partial._ · 
. . - . •· --~ ....... ~_, ·. . 
' . ( 7) Sub-'rabie :- A q.ecision table_ generat.ed from some other . 
,. 
'co-. '. • decision ·table :.or· sub-table by· d.~let:lng · a cond.i-tion ··::= · 
.• 
. · row and ·the: . corr-e.spon~iilg rules .fqr.· e·ither ·the c_onditions: 
.. . :.~ . ' 
,j •:, • 
zero' s or bne:' ~~ g_roup·. ' . . 
..., ___ _ ('8) Node Set - T.b.e. n,ame gi·Ven to. th·e non-terminal, .n(>des: 
.. 
in a sub-tree. 
; .. 
:{9) Order of a Node Set - The .. number .c~l,culated· :by th-e 
expression ln2 (X) , where ·x· :is the ~umber of termin·a.1 
., 
-
nodes in the sub-tree c.orrespondi_ng to tp~ node s.et. 
{10) Parent Node of a Node Set - The root: node c5f the cor-- .- - .. . . . . ·- . ' '.·-... . 
respondi~g sub-tree. 
{_11) Zero's· Group of a Condition Row - The term. used ·when 
-, . 
ref erring· to both the · "~ero n. and dash ·el:enieri=t~ · 






~--"' (12) One's Group of a Condition Row - Th·e. te·rm used when 
.. :;. 
• . ·1 
- • ,. 
·'' 
' 
,•I' • , 
• • ' '·! 
' . 
·•' -
referring to both· the ''one" and dash elements in 
' 
·.a -condition: .row·, ext:1.uding;:i.th.e. '':zero0 elements. · 
(13) A· Group of Ones or Zeros-~ The ·t.erm used w~en referri_ng 
i.,:..., ·-~.-- ....... ' _ .. , .... 
I·'<. ,I . 
to only the ones or zeros in a condition row, excl~dip._g 
the dash elements. 
' 
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(J.:4)·~E(i)k ·- ·. The term used'tO express the .number . . 
' 
-,. 
of · non-terminal nodes eliminated due· to the 
ELSE rule , When the i th · condi tiOn . in a t~ble 
. . (sub-tabl~) is ·chosen to-test. I . 
(15} D(i)k .. - The te!'lll. Used to express the number of' 
.. 
·, 
1,non-terminal. n.odes :el-iminated due to the dashes 
' . 
. . 
. ' . th. ''. . '( . ) 
· when the 1 · · cond.i.t:ion J.n ·a t~b.le: · .sub-table 
.-is chosen t·o: te.s.t.~. . .... ., 
{l:6J P:r~_l:i.min·acy Maximwn , .Tl1e: maximum number of 
·:- .. ---~--.: .. -.-.. 
pattern's,. ·The ·eltmi.nation· of each additional 
nod.e- set .of or.der i requires the eJCi.s:tence of 
the s.a.me row e; 
,··· -_ .. _. . 
' ' 
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. In consid~ring the table in F.igure 3.1.1, we see that ~.there are 
23 Simple rules or terminal n9des --in -- a, _o_Omplete tree. . The. number of · 
_possible complete trees is 31 • 22 = 12; due to ·the v~io~ ways which 
! 
• • ~ I ;,. 
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· the .co:µditions·. can.· be tested. This· is· obtaine.d directly from the 
. . 
. . , ·general equation for the number of possible co·mplete trees· as stated 




n - 2 
n 
i = 0 
:-) . .. • 21 (n-i) 
The size and number of:· the. complet_e t.rees are ".a..e.pende:nt on n, the . ··--i 
. 
. 
number of condi ti·ons. H.ctwever_, wllen .a; t,:able conta.i·ns d~shes and/ or · / 
.• 
an ELSE ruie, some of the complete trees c·~ bee.Onie partial ;trees. 
'The partial. tree with the sma11·e·st number of non-terminal nodes is th·e 
optimal tree. when the objective is to mini;mize the stor.age require-
" 
ments of the obj·ec:t program. Our, only assump:tiqn wi.11. be that the 
storage required to test· each con·di t-ion is ~'.h:~ ·s@le. 
Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 RB 
Cl 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
C2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
C3 0 0 1 1 0 l· 0 1. 
Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 AB 
FIGUBE 3.1.1 . 
. ~- .,.J- ... The concept of. the complete tree provides. the basis:. fo'r the al-· 
. 
. , ___ . 
·. gorithm. I~ .;.cho·osing a condition to be· t~steci at any particular node -





i·n the creation· of' tbe decision· ·tree; we will. ch.oose the condition whose, ' ·' I , ' .. , ... , '}f } . 
.. 
.. ; . 31 
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. 
. 
eliminated from the. remaini_ng set of· complete trees is .~aximiz·ed. ·:. 
. . . 
Consider the table in Figure 3.1.?, It is obvio~s that 23 - 2 o~ 6 
. -
simple rules· comprise the ELSE rule, · Thus·, six ·terniihal n~deif iii' ariy· · - -'· 
to. the ELSE a.cti.on set (AE). If· Cl. is._.· 
. , . 
of t~e· complete trees coi:re·sp_o~d 
' ' 





"" Rl R2 ELSE 
Cl 0 0 
C2 0 1 
C3 0 1 
• 
Al A3 I AE 
...... ,. 
FIGUEE 3.1.2 
·:ropt r19de,· a partial tree as in Figure· 3.1 .. 3 :~rill. -re:su1t. We see that· 
' 2 ,. . . . 
. 
·· 2- - .l = 3 non-terminal no·des have ·be·en eliminated tr.om the set: o;f 
·complete trees- that have C!l. · ·as their r.oot · node. In this· case, ·we ha.ve-
.el.iminated half :elf· th:e num.oer·· of non-terminal nod.es in a complet·e ·tre>e. 
If' Cl had 'bee.n :pl_a·ced_ els.ewhere in a parti.&l t_ree, the number of'. no,n-. 
terminal nodes .el.iminated. due t·o th.e f.a.ct t1iat. the ELSE actio.n set c·an .. - . ~- - . . . . -
' be . executed when C·l == ·1; woul.'d: ,ha.ve be··en les·s than half the number in a, 
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,: . ·· .. In or·der to see ··this,· think.· o·f '.the· non-terminal .. no·des. that- --are· eliminated - :: 
' . . . . 
' ' ' ' ' 






. · wh·en a particular condition.: is -chosen for .. f+l;le root node . as· a nod'e set., 
' 
which· was· defined in the .beginni~g_ of ·this Chap~er. ·. Since· half of the· 
. ' o· 
~on~terminal nodes a.re eliminated, obviously half of.th~. terminal node~ 
• 
. ' 
(2n/2)· are eliminated. 
. . 
By cie.f'inition, the _order. of this node ·set is 
. . . . . n .. 
ln2(2 /_2)_·= ri-1 • .Since the .:number. of terminal rio.ae·s· ·ro_r the node ·set' is.,~ 
. n-1 ll~2 I _ n-3: 2 _·. . _ · ll--(p-1) .' n-2 . . · , . . . ·_ . . · ... 2. = 2 • 2 - 2 · • 2 - ! .- •. • -- 2 . · • 2 , we can say that a no.de . 
. 
· · n-2 . • set of order n-1 has t::tre'· s·ame:· .numb.-er of terminal nodes as 2 · node s:ets 
of: o..rder.: _1, ·2_n~3 node se.ts: of order 2 and· s:9 ·On. ,. In· other words,. the 
·"·1!.~ .: ~ 
elimiria.tion _of a. no·de -set. o:.f ~rder n~l corr:esp·onds tq the elimination of 
~ -
. . 
the· same. number of te:r::min·al nodes as th·e. elimination of -
4
·2'.Q.,...2 r1ode ,set:s · 
of order 1, 2n-3 node sets o·r o:r4.er 2, etc._ Si_p.:c~ :the number of non-
terminal nodes eliminate_d ·_in :a no·de :set·· -of o:r.der' ;p :is 2P -· l, for any p, 
then we see :that, 
:I, 





-Thus.:, ·if a· con.di-ti.on is :all one_s. or -all zeros-, :implyi.ng tha.t· the opp6s-i·t.e 
-s_t~t·e snould resUlt in execution of t-he .. ELSE action set·; testing it first 
. 
. 1 .... 
and thereby el.iminating half the 't·ree {node set of ordr n-1 or 2n- non-




·1 , \ 
Based 'on the preceeding ·dis·cus·sion., the table in. Figur~ ; 3_·-~ ·1·.4a·. in-
~~-~tes that JJl. S~Ould 'pe_ Cho-~~~ -~-~} the root~ -~Gd~. _ :~e resulting . sub~ 
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fil. R2· R3 R4 -t-· R5 
0 0 1 1 1 
l. 1 0 0 1 
0 1 1 0 0 
Al A2 A3 A4 A5 
r 
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11 • ' • ELSE. 
·R3 
1 1 1 
o·. 1. ·1,. 1 
1· 0 0 
1 
A2 A3 A4 . A5 AE 
FIGURE 3.l.4a 
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AE 
'h R R4 R ELSE 
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C3 0 0 1 
' 
c4 1 0 0 
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R3 R4 ·ELSE •. 
C3 1 1 • 
c4 ·l 0 
A3 A4 AE 
' 
' 
Rl R4 R5 ELSE 
C2 0 1 1 
C3 1 0 1 






















C2 0 0 
c4 0 1 
Al A2 
:FIGURE' 3:._1 • .-4d 
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. I ' 
. By choosing either C2 ·or_ C3- of,f the one·• s branch of' Cl,· there exists 
' ' 
resul ti:ng sub-tables that have a condi ti·on row of all ones. Namely, 
, .. 
I •-,•· 
C3 for the sub-tabJ_e off the zero.1.s branch of C2 in Figure 3.1~4c, and 
"'· 
., 
C2 -for /the sub~table off the. zerQ'·s branch. o.f C3 in-·Fi'gure 3.l-.4d. · How·_ 
· ;do we know which condition to ¢b.~Q.s·e in" advance·? 'By lo.eking- at· the 
. : . ' 
sub~t_able off th·e on_e•-s branch of Cl. in- Figtlre··· 3.1.4b, we see that_ -the· 
·, 
zero's group _of c·2 cprtesporids with ·a _gjfo.up ·¢f ·ones in c3·:_ ·' Likewise, . 
. . 
the zeros group of ct3. _cbrres-ponds wi tp. ·a, _gro.up of "o.11es in C2. Condition 
:C4 h_a,s no such .r~lationsh:Lp. This "look-ahead" strat:egy provides,. for 
tbe -cl~tecti_on· o·f- ·:future .s.ub·--tables whose condi t.ion: rows· have :·a11 :o~es 
or all zeros. B·ars-ed on our lflook~ah.ead" :s.trategy, c·0.nd:i tions C2 ,and 
·C3 appear to be pet··t·~r- ·qp_oi:-Ces tn_~.!l: c4 :for t.h~ n:ode off' ·the one' g. 
branch of Cl :in th.e ·creation ·of: ·the: tr··ee .• 
We: no,v note that the. ''look-:ahead" ,s~rategy could pro:vid;e: for the 
.. 
d:ete:ct·ion -at .a co.rre:spondenc.e·. b.·etwe~n more than two -condi:tion rows. 
To illustrat.·e th.is, con:si.der t·he: table· ir1 Figure 3 .-'!". 5. The one's 
;. 
numb.er- o·f: the·se: row·· ccirrespondences for Cl is three; two for it·s one!s·: 
• 
group and one for i·ts zero's group~ It- also can be seen that C2 has a 
total of two row ·correspondences;· .C3, $ tot-al ::of two; and c4, a to·ta1 
• • 
or three. Since both Cl and, c4 have a..· total of' three row corre~ ~ · . 
. 
- .. ' 
spondences ,.- it might appear that tb~Y _are ·equal- pa.I;ldidates for_ the ::r~qt, , 
·. . 




.' •• t 
node.of the· g:ecision- tr~e. Tllis, however, is.·,ript· the cas·e . 
'. ,: ,': I 
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FIGURE 3.1 .. 5 
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· ~ In Figure 3.1. 6. · a de'cision tr.ee. with Cl· ,~s the·· ro:~t., .node is illus-. · ' . •. ,, .J.;,• 
,: 
. ,--- - . ·.· 
~-
.,, 
I..._'._ ,, • ' ' • 
· trated for· the table i~. Figure 3 . .1. 5. The terminal· nod~ AEOl denotes.· 
the ELSE'._ :action s·et when Cl and.·· C4. are both zero, ~d this can be fore-
. . 
·-· ;,._ - -~: seen by the correspondence of ;_Cl's z.eros group to ~ group or one.s .·in 
c4. . . . . .. ' [ The terminal node AEll, ~s.o ·.den~ting tbe ,ELSE· act.ion ~et,.:can be, . 
' 
. . . 
'lh· ---. I --, fore·s.e.en by- the corre~ponden~.e of Cl's 'ones · group to 'a. group o·f ·zeros.· ... . . . . 
. - ·. .- . 
. 
in c4. S.imilarly;, AEl·a .is foreseeri. l;)y th·~, correspo·nd.ence···of, Cl's ·o.nes , . ... 
J group to a group ci:f zer·os. in C3. '--, . . .. Thus, we can: say: . ,. 
:'':.'."·• --
, . . 
. . 
I' , -
(1) AEll l.·S ass·ociated with the _first corre.spqndenc~: 
. -~-
fo:r; Cl 1:s ·ones group that r~sul ts in the eliminat.i.on. 
. 
. 
of :non-terminal nodes· fFom a c_omplete t:r.ee •• 
('2) AE12 ·is associated with the, second corre·sp·ondence 
for Cl's· one,s- g:roup that results in .all el·iniinai,iq_n •. 
.-(3) . AEOl is asso.ci,ated .with the fir$t and oru.:y 
correspondence for Cl 's zeros . gr91.1p,~ ·that :re:s.ui(.ts~ in .an: 
elimination ... 
l·t .can- be seen .. in Figure. 3:.·1. o: that AE11. a.n .. d AEO'l repi_ace.d t·hree. ,nan~ 
·terminal nodes in a complete tree. AE12· rel)J..aced only one. ·ne>.n~tenninal 
:node. When Cl is chosen as the root ·n9d.e··., tbe to.tal number of non-
. 
terminal no.des eliminated front ·a ,compJ..:ete tree due to the. ELSE action 
set (AE) and forseen by the row c·9~;r:--espondence in the. table, is 
I. 
3+3-+1=7 • 
Condition · ·c4 also nad three r(?w. correspond,eneefi,; .-one first, one 
second and .one third. Each with ·its .zero~s group: •. Th~- ~sqciated 
number-_of non~terminal nodes·•eliminated from:a complete.tree, when·C4 
. .. 
, 
. . ......... ··' 
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R2 R3 R4 R5 ELSE 
Cl 1 0 0 0 
C2 0 0 1 1 
C3 0 1 0 1 
Al A2 A3 A4 
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. ' ..I - -,---~-·-- .,L' 
row qorrespondence di.d not result in· an ·elimination since AE03 was 
itself a terminal no.de~ Cl is obviously the b~tter choice for the ro·ot · .\.· 
,, 
node of the decision tree;' and we see ·tha.t· it does ;not suffice- to jus·t . 
coup.t the totiU .number o_f row; cor-respondences that:"~ ·.,condi_t,ion has,' 
. . 
•• 
· . :The number of ·non-termi:na.l node·s· eliminated due to ·the ·ELSE· ·action --. ·· 
. . . -· ' . . . . . . 




. . ' ' . 
. ,_ ..... 
./ 
. 
set and fore·~ee.µ- .by ·the r·ow· corresp~ndences· -in- th't? table can be-
_expre~_sed ·fl.s· follows : 
· .. ~~--._:.. . \ 
.-•. g; 
1 CR 
• E = L 
, ·" .::: r = 0 j = 1 
vhere CRr::; the nUiliber of ro:w Corre.sPond:ence$ for the r's group 
· -.ef ·tll:e ··c:on.dit:ion_ ·1n cons:i-der:~tion. 
1•,o • 
. :As ari exampJ:._e ~-· E for Ql;- i:s Figure 3 •. 1. 5 i.s :· 
[ 4-1-1 J 2 ----~ . 2· _4~2~1.,_ 2] +- . '• J - + ( 24-1.~.i · ... ,.1) ·= t:• 
.~· 
,. This is ver·.i.:f'iJ3d 'in Fi·gure 3.1. 6. ·Sinqe E ·can -b~ recursi:vely· cal-
culated for all the. ·conditipns: ·.in. the- _originai ta.b.le and any. sub~table' 
expression becomes-:· 
1 
( 2m-j~l)- _ CR(·) 
· 1 r 
r = 0 . j = 1 
. (Note that ( i) denotes the i th condition in a table -or sub-table, ,and · 0 . -
,..("! .. '"'"'"''\ 
· that L = Q). · Consider the example in -~igure 3.:.1~ 8, where the root node 1 ' " 
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*C2 1 1 
C3 0 0 
c4 0 
C5 0 1 
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R3 R4 RS ELSE 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
LEVEL ~-• 
0 1 
1 1 1 
A3 A4 A5 AE 
· ..... 
_ .•. 
-;-· .. ., 
.:-_.'' 
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..• ·· 
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·• 
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. ~ ,. ' . ,' . 
.. 
' . ' 
.. . . 
..... .ii/'-·,: . . ' ' ~ • • \ j . ~ .. \. ' . : . . .. 
. ' 
., . ·. ,. . - ' ' . . . ·..: . . ".. . 
, -has been determined (Cl). 1,µ, c:hoosing the coQdi tion to be t~sted ·of't' 
. ' ' II 
.... 
- the one 'S branch of Cl at revel 2, . the foilowini · ca.lcltla.tions are made: 
t--~ 
- '(, .5· -1-2 . :· .·5"'.'92-2) _. ;. ·4··. 
E( 2)2 = 2 · . , ·· + •2 · · . - 2 = .• 
E( 3)'2 = (25:.-1 ... 2. + 2·5.-~~2) - 2 = 4-' . ,, ~ .. ,11 ·~ 
· . . . . , . . -. '.•(. r: :5~-·2: . . ·;-:~ ..... ·•2 , . ·. ·· ::5.;:3~.~ ·)··-. ·.· , · . ". 0 4 




I ' • 
The il:tlinber seven tor E(l)2 . is• a.. iower botihd ;for the iiiUn'ber of ,non- · 
te:r:minal npd'.es that can be . eliminated f:I'oI!l, a complete t-ree having Cl · 
Th.e. E(··· ·)k calci.llat:Lons are lower bounds cl.tie to tl:ie 
'1 . .. ' 
! .• 
.. 
fa.Gt that the "look ahead'' strategy, _by means of the row correspon~ences, 
tn:ily looks for the largest or half tree elim,;inations. Other smaJ.ler 
elimihS.tions a.re :flot investigated due to t.he many coJribinations of 
. ~ 
testing sequences that can e~i$t; thµ,s, the heµristic nature of th:E:l 
c;:ialctilatiOns. An entire tree :i.s Obtained from the rec.:ursi ve a.p.., 
Plication qf the 1\i)k ca.:i.Cula,tions to all sub-tables; Chbosing the .. 
condition to t~st fyont ea.ch sub-..table whose E(i)k value is :the l~rgest .• 
The tree a;pl.)·~ars in· F:i.gure 3- ... 1. 9·· '-
,•, 
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. · C. The Role of the Dash-Fundamental. Concepts 
' 
' L., 
"r .·, 1. 'S~_ngle. Dash Per Rule - No ELSE· Rule· 
Since the occurrence of ·dashes in a decision table is.common; 
.• not only·· do.es th~ E( i )k have. ·to. _b~ .. ·cal.cUlatec1 .1?.11t also som,e. D( i)k ·which.· 
.. '. 
, consid~rs the ;role pf the clashes in ·no?-e, elimination. __ Once D( i)k has_ 
'• 
<·' 
:been caicula:eed we ·would ··.c·hoos.~ the cond.ition··c:i ·to ... test which· gaye. ·t~e . . . . 
. ~ 
.. . 
'I y • 
ma.x(E(· · ·• )··k· + Dl :) :) ·• . . . . . '.]:'. , "''(' 1-" lt ' . In .t.br.µiu_l.ating tl);~:. expression to·r l)( i)k, first · 
. 
-cons:id.er th-e t·able.: 
Rl R2 R3 R 4 R5 R 6 
Cl 
- 0 l 1 ,0 l •••·• A 
C2 0 
- 1 1 l 0 
C3 0 1 1 0 0 1 





A rule witli: a d:a.s·p. i.s th~ ·combinat·ior1 of·; two ·s·~~ple _ttil-es:. A cona:i.t.ion . ... . ··,; . .-- . . 
th·e.· dash arid may no't ]J.ave· t:o, be teste.d.. In .. ·FigO;re -3 .• 2.-2.,. ·if Cl ls ~- ~-
. 
QhOs_e.n: as the root., t'hen .a.J_l three :(tOllditi·bns Will have, to be ··t,:es·ted. 





used up any advantage w~ mi'gllt ·h.ave- had. in m:ini'mi~ing storagE! due ·tq 
the dash in Cl. But we· see, in Figure 3. 2. 2, that if C3 i-·s cho$·~n -off 
• the zero's branch of Cl, then C2 does not have. to-be· te.sted to $dentify 
R2. This has the effect of; eliminating (?~-1) ·= l n·on-terminal node 
from the comple'te tree. Th·e same numb·er of non-terminal nodes, · . . 
{21-1)", would also ·h~ve ·been. e:l::iminated if C2 were .chosen .as the. roo.t. 
' -· ,,' ' 
node followed by C3-.. ori' its ··z·ero·' s· branch ... 
. 44 
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·····"-· ll.ode results. in . the elinrl.nation. of ( 21 ~l) · + · ( 2.1-1) ·• = 2 · n.on.:..termina.J. . 
. 
. 
nodes. Thus, C3 · would · have been a better· choice for the root ·.of t,he 
' ' 
decision. tree. I.t; in- .-fact, ·yie.lds th~ smallest tree .. · · 
. : 
. ' . . 
. . ' 
. -. . ., '.~. . - ·-·- --
.• ... 
', -
.. · .., 
So far, only one ex~ple table. -has been consid~red .'and th~'i·fe' i_s , 
. ' .. 
; II 
i. :more to· consider in the .investigation ot th·e ·dashes. Cons:i.d~r the_ . 
' \' I 
. table in ·Figure 3. ·2.4_:: 



























........ ": .•..... :• ..... ' 
Re.~t ·of Simp]_.e 
rul.es 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
- --
.,.,.~~ .... ..,,. • .1~-· ..• 
. ~-~ ... : 
.. 
. ~.., 
... --· • .::i· 
, j~:a.ae:d'. :on the previous qbffervatiqns, · c4· wouid appear to· of.fer an elim-
ina.t·ion of '(21 -lJ + (2~--1} + (2~ ~l) = 3 non-terminal nodes ir c.ho.sen 
. .. 
as the root .. r>.od:~.. .As seen in Figure 3. 2·. 5, th~re are f.our non-termin·al.. 
nodes at the lowest level in the tree that· ·are :candidates for elimi .. -- · 
... ,. 
" . "' 
.· 
. . . . 
. . . .-
. . 
. 




nation .off the one ' s branch of. c4. This. is.· b:eca.use :~ single dash in •fJ. 
·rule implies the combination of two: simple rules, :thus allowing for 
1 . .. the possible eliminati.on of (2 -1) = 1 non-terminal no~e. If three of· . ' 
the four non-te_rminal nqdes (designated by the X's in ~igure 3~2.5). ~~-. 
' 
. , "· 
• I• '1• , eliminated, then two ot the thre~ ~u$t b.ave the· same parent node. ··This· · 
· forces a ·p~icular pattern on the ·.da.sl1es iri :the table in ~igure 3.2.4,: 
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· parent node must be the same with one exception~ ' • - ••• • "r ,,r • ~ • •;.··• • 
This -is- that _they differ in only . one. condition, 
.· 
.• ,~, ,( --r·'-• 
·• 
. namely the one existing at the parent node. Also, . 
., . the two dashes that correspond to the· elimination 
.. of the two,· non-terminal nodes ·with this parent node 
. · must be .in the same co·ndi tion row in the decision 
table; oth.erwise, dash splitting will occur .• 
We can now define the ;preliminary maximum (PM} number of node se:ts of 
order one that can be eliminated from the complete tree, off either the 
. . . m-2; zero's or one '·s branch of the root node·, to be 2 2. This number ap-
pJ.i.es to tab1.es with single dashes in the rules.· In addition, it· :is- the 
maximum number of: ·node sets of order one that can ·be eliminat'ed without 
the structure of· the tree forc.i-ng the previo.11sly menti9I1ed :'pattern on. 
The example ta.b:le, in ·Figure 3.2.4 has t!i'ree. ··aas~es associated with 
the one's group of c4, but none· of the dashes are in the same row. 
,. Therefore, the maximum numb~·r of' non-terminal nodes {node sets of order· \ 
one) that can be elipr(n~ted 'i-s 22/2 ·=_ 2, which is the value of the pre:-;: 
liminary maximum. Thie teils ·us that one of the three. dashes will not 
result in an elimination of a non-terminal node. ~e condition cor-
' 
responding to .the row the dash is in will have· to be teste-d, even 
-though it is irrelevant to the rule in which the das·h appears,. We say 
· ·that. ·the ·das·h has been "split". This ts seen in ~gure 3 .• 2 .•. 6, where 
Cl must be tested in determining ·A3, even though Cl is irrelevant to 
. R3 .• I,;-
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1 . 
Let· us 'choose to c·all a .c,ondi tion' ·S · z,e:r;os ... 0~ :bnes. group, its 'r '·S . • ' j . • 
. ' • 
,, group (r = 0~·1). ; .. Then, designating the number of rules corresponding 
. ~.o the condit·ion 's · r's group that· have single dashe.s .as P 1 , we may state 
. the followi;ng · ~or t·ables . with singl;e d9:,s.hes per- rule and no ELSE rule: 
.(1) :For any· given non-terminal node at level k · 1n the ' . 
. 
,. 
···b -···- · · ·· ·· · _- • .:i - - d- ·r· -·, t.hi a- P < 2in-l-k/2 .. -~~--~.g .c,9n.~1.u.e.r.,e.. -. -.. o.r ::" -s .. no e, , .1-~ · · (PM) .... 
' . 
· then P1 • (21-1) is the number of non-terminal nodes 
. 
. . th~.t can be eli.ID.inat~d from the. cott1ple~~ tree t>':ff·· 
I -.· 
_:ts ·no. a:~.s·h sp1i tti·ng .• 
·c ·) · 
- m~l-k/- / ·- . l ·(·-· )·. _ . _ . · -- ··· , .,. ••-··2: I._:t· :e1 ·> 2 · .. ·2· \.PM.-. ;Etnd ·_ a .. ~one: of tb.e. P1 rule$: 
.. · h·.ave thei_r dash·es· .i11 the: .s .. ame :row, or 
. .(b-) .g,i.ven_ t·hat .rure·s do .e:x;ist w.i.th the.ir da.snes ir1 
the s~e- row, t·h·ese. rules ·dif'!'er in more than. 
• 
( 21-1.) : .
is. th·e number; of rron-·termi·nal.·nodes that c·an . : ,· . ·,' . . . ,· . . . . -. . ... . .. . -
be . eliminat·ed from: th·e c_omplet:e. t·r~e. 




1 ·> {·-2_m~i~1t_· __ /:_:2··_··> a· ·· ··· r·· th .. P. · · ·1 an· · 'UI11'.qlie_ pairs o ·· · · ~- .· 1 :co umns 
(rules) whose ,dashes are- in the same r.ow and who differ 
. 
in only one condition do exist, then for each SUC!h. pair. 
· · 
. ·· m-1-k 
. · 
· the PM value (2 /2) may ·be increased by one. If C 
is the number of those p~irs, then (2m-l-k/2).+C . • (21-1) 
,. is th~ number .of non-terminal .nodes that can be eliminated • 
,... 
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0 0 1 1 O·. 
.o 
.C2 0 . 0 1 Q . ·o ~: ,,: .- ·"' 
.. 1 1 Simpl·e: · .. -C3 o .. l --~ 0 Rest of 
c4 0 0 1 . 1, . Rules 
- -
'· " 
' cs 1 1 1 .- 1 1 0 
~'L. • 
Al A2. A3 A4 A5 A6 • • • • • • . :• •. :~ .. 
\ -.,... 
. 
FIGURE 3. 2. 'j·· 
For· :c5 on~' s group~ P1 = 5.. That is, there are five· rules ·th·~t 
have one dash in rows other t·han C5 ...... Since m = 5 and k = .1, th.en:. 
2m-l-k /2 == 4, and 4 becomes the preliminary maximum. for the rtu:ntber o.f 
node sets of order one that can be ·eliminated from the complete tree: 
i:r· c4 ·is chosen, a:s the root node. Qbvio~sly, P 1 = 5 > 4 and there ·does: 
exist a uni.q1.1e p~i:r .of' :rtiles: ( .c.olJ.1mns) ,. namely R4 and ·R5::, who.se dashe~ 
;. 
are in the same. c.on.dit·fon row ('C4). H·qwever, ·R4: :and R5. differ· in more 
--·-
than one condition row. Therefor¢~ we clµcll.1.a,7-'e 4(21-1) = 4 non-term-
inal nodes that can b.e eliminated.. F<)J:9 C5:'1 s zer.o'··s group P.1 -= 0., which. 
implies ·that no non-terminal n·oaes :c.an ·be ·elinrlnat·e.d.. An interest:ing 
:PO:i..nt· hE;'re. is ·tha t Cl, -C2. and C3 all give the- a~e calculated number .or· 
·4, non-.it.erminal nodes, to be eli~·nated. Thi-e .m~:an.s tbat they ·are equalty 
• 
goo.d choices for the root node :along: with . c·.5. However·,. existing al-
.. 
consi·stently choose C5 as being the only choice. .Thus-, --we see 
that the fqundations · of a more thqrough a.na.i.ysi,_s are .. being laid _wi tllQ.it .. 
• • ' 
• 
' I ' ' ,, 
any s_ignifica.nt increase in translation time :for the creation of the 
. 
decision tree. The main _j.de.a of the analysis is the recognition of the· . 
fact that a decision table may necessitate the splitting of dashes. 
50 
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-;.... ......... ' -- - ... , 
·, .. 
• I , . 
: ·1; ',, 
~ • ' I 
. - . 
:. 
·, ·•.. t .i, . : .. 
'_·:' ·The' preceediilg -tfu:.ee · Ob$ervati.ons ~pplieq. ··to ·t:·s.bles with:·· 
. ' . 
·.• 
. . . ' .. 
. 
- _--. (1")._' a single' das~ per ~ule .. and ( 2) no ELSE !ule.. ~ey ·(lo, ·however , 1 ·_ ·, , .• 





case where tables may have one or more dashes in the: rules·.· and may have 
. 
~ 
an ELSE: :I'ule. It. ~s the ~~nefai case where we_combine the D(i)k 8.Ild 
... -.. Eli )k in . O~der to inalce a decision on which condition to choose · at each 
. ' 
~· • .. 
: -2. Double Dashes Per Rule - N:o ELSEr Rlll-e_ , 
Consider a table where ·th.e rules may :have .two' .dashes.,. arie:1 foi- the 
:Jl\qment assume that there i.s no. ELSE .rt4~::·. 
·that fo·ur simple ·ruJ.es !lave been ·c·omb·ined. 
Two :d.~_f3J1es in a rule implies 
- . Th.at is, three non-terminal 
·nodes can be -~J..imi:nate·d .. from: the complete t:ree for a rule with two 
;• 
.dashes, if a1i the oth·er· con;ditions ~re t·e.s.te:d fi:r.s.t... 'I'b.'e. three non-· 
te,rminal node.:s -make up- a... node·. ;set, of _prde-~. 2. ·Thus· we can :se.e, :t.h:e ' . . . . . ·• 
, 
.. 
relationship between the numbe.1· of dash·es :i-n ~. :r1µe: .a.pd the. tfrder· o·r· 
the node set they .e1iIJiin·at.e. Just as.: :in ·t,h~ si.ngl_e ~ash ~case: there 
•. is a prelimi·nary "Iriaximum number of' pod~ set.a :o·t. or·d~·r 2 that ... c~ be 
eliminated .Off the r IS branch. Of a. COil_df tiOh.. Thi·s 1 S ( ~m-2-k·;-2) • 
For m = 5 and k ··= 1, this become·s-. ·22/2 = 2:. ::;i:.f -:more than two: are 
.· 
' 
eliminated, say three., as: .. in. Fi·gµre 3 .• 2.Jla, then two. o:t t:he. t·hree must 
., 
have the same parent: node. !].nl·is· ·impl.i:es, ·:as: :i·n the· tti:r;rgle dash c ..ase, 
that ·two of t·ne: ·three .r·uJ.e·s having two dashes e~cb,,. must. have the dashes 
in the same rows 'in the-· table and must differ in only one condition . 
. 
Consideri~g the table in Figure 3.2.Bb we see that P2 = 5. for the 
... 
. . 
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root ,·.node is be.i_ng·_ ·det~rmined) aria' si~c-e ... m. ·= p' . we calculate 
·., 









.sets of order two that can be ·-eliminated·.· Since P · =. 5 > 4, we look 
_.tor unique pairs of the :r41,es whose dashe_s are in the ·same row. 
. . 
~ules .1 and. 2 have this_ ·p~operty·. However, ·.they. do .not differ in·. on.1y · 
.. • 
. 
. :et one condition..o._row but in two, ·t'hlif3. rul-in·g_ out the possibility ·o·r in.:.._ • • • < 
• 
.... ·. ., 
.. 
·. cre·asing. the p0relimi11a.cy inaxim.wn o~ 4 .. {-i. :e.) _c. = · O) .• · · · Si-n~:e, each node · set ' 
· . 
. , .. c;,:f o::rder ·two h~s· thre.e :non~t.ermi:nal nodes. asso .. c·iated ·with it ( 22-1) ., .,.. 
( then t~e ca.lc:ulatian tor 
. can pe. e·l,i:zninated,_ ii: c6 
'·= :12:. 
;. ~~' 
the t.c>"t.al n11mber of non~terminal· no:des ··tha.t . if• . 
3:. :The General. P::r-elimi.na-!7 _·M~inium. C.:a1c·u1at~,-'?n.· . 





c_ondition :that has the, .max {E(l):{t + D(i)k} requires an alteration to 
the cal·culation of th:e. :pr~,l:Lmin_ary m.~x~nrum number of· no.de set.s 6~ \. .-- ... 
maximum far a condition: whose E(:i.Jt is non-.z~ro. {d..11e tC> th~ raw 
c<;>r-re·-sp·ondences parts ·o:f the ~QID.plet.e tree w:i.'11 be. eliminated due to 
the ELSE rule) , we· mus~ copaider only th~ portion of the complet~e. t_re·e 
:_~_· 
. _, 
that will remain .after 'the EtSE: .,tµ]_·e e'limi:nations ;have been :mad~. Also,; 
if the· t:a.ble llas :rules- ·whos~ n'lllllb.e·r of dashes varir:ts from rule t.o .rul·e, 
.. 
then we ±nu$.t consider the effe,ct -an eliprlnation ·.cff: a higher order node 
' >set has on the preliminary maximum nUIILber of. lower order node sets . for 
f't . 
, I the zero's or one's group of ~ particular:~.condition. · ·, ,· 
, .. As we have seen, the first row correspondence for· 'a _tero•-~-. 
• 
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or· one's group of a ·c0ndition.·in the c&,lc'lµ.8.t:ion of . E(i).k'. eliminat:es .. 
,, . '• 






. . half of the sub-tree ass·ocia.ted with the· p~ti-cular branch in con-· 
,. 
· sidera.tion ( zero I s branqh or one·' s l?ranch) • The second row 
correspondence eliminate.s half o·f one of· the two smaller sub-trees 
,. ,· . 
• J.. . --.. 
. . 
that comprised the first sub-tree, ,:or the equivalent of one .fourth of , 
. 
. the firs·t sub~tree. I·n· seneral_, .for either the ·zero~ s .. or: orie '.s ·gro·up: . 
. . node ··o.f · a .decisi.an. ·t·r~~ ;·. . the first on~-to.:.one corr~spondeiice .e·liminat-es .. · 
·half of the node :s·.ets of or.d·e:r .m-k-1., m-k-2, ... , 1 o~f:f the· :ris brancb 
cif the root node;- t:he second o·;n~-to-one corres~qndence· eliminate~· on~ 
fourth the node: set·s qf prder m-kall!'2 ,. ·m-k-3 ,. • ., • , 1,- and- _so on. ..Since 
Cll(.i)r w~s defi_n·e~. to b·e.,. the: n~b¢r of row· correspondences for 
..... ' ~: 
, . 
.. 
.. the r's groµ,p of co_ndi tio:tt :i. .a.t, ·a J;,~rt:i cu.l:ar level . :i._n the cre.ati·on O:f' 
tn.e de.cis·_i.on. tree.}th~n CR( i) r 
L 
.j = 1 
:f:rac:ti·on~of ;node .sets of order .ID.-CR(:i)r -- k, m-CR(i)r - .k-l., ..•.•. , I 
that can be elimi·nated due to the ELSE 'rule. For tab'les: w·it.h single 
m-k-1 , dashes per rule 2 is the total nnmber S?.:f ... n9.,~e- sets of order one 
off the r's branch of' any. node at level k. !:f k = 1 tllen the . r<:>"ot noc.\e 




j, = l 
• 
• m-k-1 2 + 2 
is the preliminary maximum numbet C?.f? n:Q:~e :,~et.~- q.f ·6~¢t~<r on.~··that·':\~ap, b~-. 
eliminated. Rem~mber tA~t · ~ single das.b· in 1 ~ :PlJJ·~· corr:esponds. to' ~ npd,.~ . , ' .: ' • ' . ,,I . 
. ' . ,,, 
- . ,- -· ' 
_, ' : . ' .. ' ,. ' 
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' " -• ' ,'. .,. l/' ' • I, "t • • ' ' • • , • 
• ' 
L "t ~' ' ' ' ,.": ' • ' ,. • 
.,.- ... ·. · · .. set of order one. ,No!_.we wi.11.·_general~ze ,ro·r· a table ·tliat· ht:1s,. at. :tnqst, ~ ,· ~ ' ' ' . 
. . . 
' 
. . . 
. " 
. ' . 
,'} ' 
i dashes per. rule.· Let- j(h) be .the· order. of the highest· order node 
J • set(s). that can be -eliminated o+f· the· r's branc~ of a node when a 
,. 
parti·cular condi tiqn is chosen:. for the node.. He·re h is the ·number. of 
, 
~- . ' 




. ' ' 
'.' . 
' r - ... 
number or. dash .counts that..,· exist; iri rill.es aSSQCiated With the r IS group . ' . . '. . . 
. .~ 
' . . . . 
• 
<'" I, • -·, L -, ~ '. ': 
- I , ' 







of some .condition in consideration .• . .- . . . , . . ' . . 
. '• . 
'I'he- preliminary maximum· equation 
. . . 
·'for no.de s:ets of order j(h) is:. .;'!-·· .. 
_ m-k-j(h) ~ · ~j(h) - max ~j(h) • 2 . 
,. 
+ 2,1 · 
..: 
~j(h) = 1 -
j = 1 
l\J (h) is the fraction of node sets of ordeX j(h) lett after. the ELSE 
rule eliminations for th.e r's branch of a node at ·level k, if' the part-. 
icul.ar qondi tion in .c:ons:i_deration is. -cllqsen .for the·. node. Now, let 
j(h-1) be the o·rae:r :of ·the- nod~- s..·et·s. that c·an be eliminated next, after 
the .hi.ghe1?:t ·orde·r node ·sets., .Our: preliminary maximum _equati·on. ·must 
now take in ·consideration th~ effe~t of' node set eliminati_ons- of o~del:· 
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.Hence M\J(h). is the P.:t-eliminary maximum number of node sets of orde; · 
•• • • • • . • '~ ' ~ •1 • ./ • • .. -
... 1 
,.j(h-1) that can be ·el~minate:d due to j(h-1) dashes i.n rules 'C.Q:r~ .. · '· ... '" .. : .... : .. ·:_ 
·respondi~g to either the zero's or one's group of a particular 
condit·ion in consideration for some node at .level k ... ·The expres$ion .. 
.. 
·, 
2j(h-l)-J.(h-l) is the conversion factor. for expref!sing ri:ode sets .of 
,·. 
order j ( h) as an equi val en~ number --of n,ode sets· · of· -ord~r -~J ( h-1~~-. 
" 
' 
. '. .. . . 
. M\:J(h~l} expresses ~he equiyaj.ent. htmi:bel' of. node sets of·hrde:r ;. 
. j{h-1) t:hat .a.re :pos·si:b\le, based on ·the numb.er of node sets of orde·r; 
J(h), tbatwereavai1able (~j(h)). Fina.lly, ~j(h-l) is fOUJld. 
' by ·modifying M\ . (h-l) by the equi val(=nt number of nodes .o·f orde;r " 
. .. J. . 
!"" •• •. j (h-1) that were e1_.im:L-:aa..t.ed- d11e to rules cdnta·ini~g j ( h) ciijsp.~·$. ., 
·The mini-m'Ulll a·torage :a.1-gorfthm utilizes the expressiort:s that: 
:hEJ.V~- b·een discussed~ to det.ermirte ·a ·:cortdit·i·on. ·to test when. pr·esent·ed: 
·. 
with a table ( sub-ta.ble) •• A flow c.h~rt.· for the:: algorit.hm is 
... 
. 
. pre.s.ented in Elgure. ~-. 2. 9·:• ·The algori:thili ·i.t,seir· is .followed. by ·ex--
,~pl,e c:a1:cu1ations; :t·o .. determitfe ·the. ·roo-t node, of a· o.ec-:Ls·ion. tree.:· • . . . . • . - . • . • -
. . 4. • ". .• . . . . '. . . . • • ". • . . 
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Strategy· to a 
Condition row 
Determine the 
sets of rules 
aving 1,2 .•• ,m-k 
dashes 
Determine the 
no •. of terminal 
nodes eliminated 
if no splitting 
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D. . The Mi'nimum Storae;e Alsorithm . . . ~ ., ' 
...... ~ . 
~ . . .·· 
:-' ·' 
·. Let n(i)rk = ~he" number of colmnns (rules) havi:ng a~ least o~e d~h. 
for the r' ~ group of- condition (i) , not includi_ng th·e dashes, i~ :any, . ·in -
. .... ~ 
. .. .... 
~ condition· { i) .. The subscript, k, is the level number·., 
· ... • Let ND(j) = ~he m;uhber of dashe~ in the jth column 9f' the r's grou.p 
' . 
' .. , . 
. ;, . 
,. 
of' condition (i) in cbnsid.E!:ration at level k. (j = 1,2, ..• , n(i)rk}'. • · · ·,"' .. 
... The f.Ol_lowiilg Step·s: .Sh'C)Uld· be ·fo•llowed.0 to·. det~rnii11e the cbndi tion . · 
' for each., no.de in. the- :creatit,n :of ;a de·Qif;.ion tr.~.e. Th:e 'c.ondi:tion being 
,. 
. . .. . I , .. . . 





If A. can.not be satisfi'ed. 
PERFORM C .• 
GO TOE. 
For i ·= l.,'2, . . . , m-k + :( . 
1 
m-j-k.)· · . ( 2 · . . · .~ CR( • ) 
. · · 1 r -
1 r = 0 j = 1 
·.t •. 
PERFORM D. For r = 0 ,I ), ' .. i- \ .... -- -· 
Step 1. ) COMPUTE 
N·n··. . 
~D( i) . -ND(:2) 
<I> ( i) rk = 2 . .. + 2· . + e:••)• .... ,·• .... c· 'J , . .::n • ;_ ..... * -2 .... ( l )..rk· 
.• . . 
-re-grouping gives : . 
<I> - Pl• 21 + p2 • 22 + ( i)rk - . , .: . ' 




m-k (P • 2t) 
t~ 1 t 
Where Pt is the number of· columns for the r's group of -
condition ( i) :at: ievel · k that have, t dashes. 
h = number of' P ·* 0 (j = 1,·2 •.••• ~m-k). . 
m-k J . . .. · 
.Step 2.) COMPUTE 
• h. '"' • ·~· . l if pj *· Cr) 
. ' 
I, 
• : I 
.. ·'i--
. -'. .. -
l. .e., . = ~ l. wue.re 1.= ; · ............. . 
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. Since j(li.) was defined ~o be the partic~ar va.1.lie 'of 
" • • 'I' • • :r, •, : ' . . 
. . 
j tbal;, is the large~t for ~j * 0,. j (h•l) the secenc;l .· 
·~ . " 
la!gest, ••••• , j(l)_ the· -smallest 
·, COMPUTE 
MX_ (.),=·max 
:---.icj h .. ---· 
' . 
wb,e.re 
l\j(h) - 1 -
1 
, Ii ~· •-• 
m-k-j(h_)· 
~j ( h) • 2 · - : · ., + · 2 
CRCi·-)·-r · · 





For CR(···_.~ )· 4 0 
·1 ·r ,T ... . . . 
. . ' ; 
For ·cR(· • ·)·. = 0 1 r · 
:PERFORM Step 3:·. .For z = 0,1,2, ••• , h-1. 
' 1 
Step 3.) IF Pj(h-z) 5 ~j(h-z) 
COMPUTE 
~j(h-z-1) = max 




E.LsE· .PERFORM_ Step 5. 
(. · .. : .._. j·(.h--z) .. ~·j·Ch~z:~l)_···. - 2.- ... .. . . . 
.. ; 
. St~·P :4·-~-) COMP-1.JTE N{ i) r = <P ( i) rk -. n(_i)irk 
·Step: ;, •. ) 
GO' :'l'O S:tep- 6.-, if r=l, ELSE GO T·o .st,ep: ·8:·~ 
. 
Look- ,-among:. the .. P .. ( _· ---~)' columns ( rules.) that have 
· · · ·· ·· · · · j h-z. · 
:j (..h-z) .d.as·hes :f'.o·r un·ique pairs 
j(h-z_) dashes are· ·in the same condition rqw,. Count 
the number of unique pairs· of colJ:unns that differ in 
only one r~w and call the total Cj:{:n~i.) • 
. . . . ' ' 
. ,··_. ,, ·.'.: 
.' ~ -• ' ' I " ~ 'I . ' 
,, 
., ' ., 
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~ .· . 
. . , . 
' ., . 
. ·, . ..,.: .. . ~:. •. ' 
-· 
• _J • ·: 
'' . . . COMPUTE- Pj(h-z) = ~j(h-z) +. cj'(h-z) 
' . 
+ ~ • • • + pj (h::.zJ ·___ -_ ~ - I,. - l _RE-COMPUTE' cf> (i)rk =-P1 •2 
RE-COMPUTE 
•. 2j(h-z) + m-k 
• • • + p m-k • 2 
' . ' 
I . ( •.· ') 
n - ·n· · P.. P· ·. 
' (i)rk - · (i)rk - · .. j(h-z), - ij-fh-·zl · 
f,· .. ·' 
.COMPUI'E max MX 'k :(h. 1~. - ( 2j(}1Jz) -.: 
. J -z~ J .. 
' 1 . j (h-z-1) · , ) 




where 'MX. is the same as in Step 3. 
I 
:COMPOTE p -_ - p 
, j ,( h-·Z ) - j ( h-z) -·;. 
1· . 1 
::step 6 : •.,); .(!.OMPlJTE. 
D(i)k =L N(i)r 
r = 0 
. 
··Ste}?. '7.,:) ·COMPUTE 
Choose condition (i) s:µch that '${ iJk -is l!la.Xindzecl. 
·.: · . 
.. 
EN=Di 
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The·· algorithm· ~s now applied to-. ·th~ follo~iilg table ·to_ :·determine · · .. -. ·. · 




· the rqot node,··' in order to. illust.rate.:the· ·computations'.. . . . ' 
·-
.· ,\ 
,' ,.,,,Rl R2 R3 RU ~5 R6 .ELSE ,. 
,,, 
Cl 0 1 0 0 • 
- -





C3 0 I•· ~- 0 1 • . . 
·-· -





.. ,·l. 1· 





0 O· 0 
-
Al A2. A3 A4 A5 A6 AE • .. ·.' 
C 
:Calculations. for Cl 
Step' 1. (r ::CC)) fl? (l)O /= 21 4- 2~1+ 22 + 22 + 2Lo;: 1'6 
0 
< ~ > o 1 ==· 5 ·; P1 = 2, p2 = 3 . 
Step 2. (:r == O} j(2} = 2, j(L) = l :where h=2 ~ 2= i, ·~2= 4 
:Step· :3·, (r .. = OJ P 2 :::'. 3 < 4 = •MX· . 
MX~1= i6 MXil = [16 - (22-l • 3)] + 2 = 5 
,-. l'i =: 2 <. 5 = ·l-OS.1 
·' -· · ··.· .·. ·4 c·· -,·. · 6 5 Ste.p · •• <·r :::: o . N( l) 0 = 1,, ... . .. · ::::. 11 
::step. 1. (r, .-:::: 1) . . i . .2 .. 3' . ·4· ct> ( l) 11 = 2, · .+ 2. .. +: 2. . = -~]t . 
n_{l) 11 = 3: :; J?l =· -l :, P2, ·== l.i p. = 1. 3 ,, .' 
·step 2. Cr·.= 1) j(3) = 3, j(2) = 2, J{l} = 1 w-here h=3:.-
~3 = 1, MX13 = 2 
Si;Elp 3, (r ='T) P 3 = 1 < 2 = I-OS_3 
' 
' ' 
MX__ -· 8 MX_ -
---i2: - _ --·-i2 .- + 2 :;: :a·· 
.... .. -
' ' ' 
' . \,, .. : '. :; '.::., ,: 
.p 2 = l < 3 = ~2 ' ' , C 
'', ' . • ,•- ;1 ' ·.' .. 
• . .· .. ' .... ',•. ·, .· '2'1 . ' .. · ,,', '' 
'' ·, ' . ' ' -:· ,:,_, 
' I 1,,. 
,,' ' •· I• 
I 
MX11 = 12 ~ 1= l? -. (2 - •l) if-'\?.'.::c ~ J . , ' 1,' ',' ' .. · . ,;... ,,· ' • ! '' 
. .' 6-2 
,-, . " ' 
~ ... , 1-..:. I 
e I• '.• ' 
,' .. ~··· 
' · .. (. \' 
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• I 
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~· .-, 
" . ·;. ' ' 
' . . . 
' • ,'-' ~ • I 
. :el ::: :i ·<. 5 .= ~rail . ·-. 
.. . . . ,., . 
. ·: .. _ ...... :, •·' . ' 
.... ~ 
Step 4. ·· (r :; ·l)_· 
Step ·.·6 •. :(r· ·= 7-}:,. 
NCl)l = 14 - 3 ::: 11 
·]);· . · = 11 + 11 = 2·2 ... ,., 
.(1)1 · · . 
E · ._· -· + D ... . =· 0 + ·22 ::: 2·2 · 
· (1)1 ·tl)l · ··' 
Calculations for C2 · 
'l, ...... 
·Step 1, 
. · · . .. _ 1- 3· .. 1 -· 
· Cr = p) <t>c 2 )0 1 - 2 t 2 + 2- :- -12 . · · . . 
n , - 3· · ·p.:- -· 2 P - 1 :~ 
,i. •. ·--
. ( 2).0 l - : ; · ~ - . ·,... :3 -. . .. .... · .. .. 
(t = :0) · j(2J = §~ j({) =· ;L Where h.:i2 ~ 3 i:: 1/2~ 'MJS.3 ·.:;:·-1 
I • 
. . St~p ~. 
, I •• 
I . 
. •. • • . 
St~p 3,. (r. ~- :o).. P 3 = 1 = MX13 
I MJS.1 = B ~l ·= 
p =2=MX_ l · ---11 
' 




+ 2 == 2 
.Step 4. (r = OJ. N( 2)0 = 12_ - 3 = 9 ·· 
Step 1. fa,,:: 1} <l>( 2 )ll = 22, + ~3 .-1, 21 + 21 + 21 ;::.- 18 
nc 2)11 = 5 ~ P1 = 1> P2- ;:: 1 • :e3 = 1 
Ste_p 2-.. {_,r= 1) 
. .... step· 3 . (. r· ;::: 1 ) 
I· . 
k p2 = l < 3 ~-~2 MXll = 12 MJS.1 = 
[ 12 - ( 2 1)] + 2 = 5- P1 ;: 3 <: :, .. :; _.MX11_ 
·,st¢p 4. (r;:: +) N( 2)1 = 18 - ~ =-13 
. " 
.. 
Step 6. (r = 1) Dt2}1 = 9 + l.3 f; 22, E(2)J.~ Dc2)1= 15 + 22 = 31 
)'· 
'. 
Calculations for .. C3 
Step 1. _{r.= o) 
. . 
·•,:. 
' ', •: ,, I ' ' ' ' 
,• . ~. ' '' . . .\ ' ' .... . ' - ,, . 
- ; . ' ' . ' - ' . ' 
'. I " .. ' 
. ' 
... 1' 
', l .°-,"' ' I 
. 
\, .. 
• ,'..... ' .'i . ' ' ' ' ' -. , ,. 
': !•. _, ·,· .' 
" . 
. ' 
.• ' ' ·,,,, 
-· '6.·s· .·-. .. .... ,, :;;' 
. ' , .. ,1·····' . 
. 
. '\,.',:' ,, . ' 
L - ' 'l '·,' 1,, ,' • 
' ' 
' C O 
- ' 
.. . ~ . 
. --'I•.~ 
·, 
. J: . 
] . ' -
,, ~:: -,,.<,'·\~,,•I?,.. 














' .. ~ . 
,. . ··, 
', ..,., 
... ,._ !·· '· •• . - ' 
. ,· .. •,· 
. . : .... ~ .... 
. ' 1 . 
• I .,• 
~ . ' . 
.. . ... 
'' ' •' ,• • ',,, I"• • 
' ' •• ' ·, •·• ' I' • 
• • .. ~· • ' ' • • • ' • ·•I< • ••. ,,. " • • • l ~ ' • '. '.. • •• ,. •• ·• • 
•. .• ' - . - • ":'' :· .. .. .. . ... - : .. '.,. - .. , ...... - • : .. , .. _. ', ··-- . ·; >, .• ..,,. --· ... '., .. -. : .·' - . . ' ' ·•. . . . •. ,' -- ' ' . . . . .- .• ' . -
.·. Step. ·2~. · (r· =· :!:)). 'J(2) · = ''2, j(l). = 1· W-~ere h=2 .J\2 .= 1, ·MXi_2 = 4 ... ·.· ... < · ... I • , ' , ' i .\ t 
1 
, ) ~ . .:. . ~ . 
-· . ( 
' . 





. J--~-. ., . . 
,,., ' 
· Step 3 .. - (r ·='.: .-O.). '-
. •'.· . 
.. --,:... ___ -·p •• 
P =·- 3 <-· 4 =· MX 2 · 12 
y 1. ' 
. 
~l = 16 MJS.1 = (16 - (22- 1 • 3)] + 2·;;.~ 5 . 
.-p = '2'.<>5Q =. ML .--_ 
. 1 . , · • ---ii 
. step 4, (r.;; ti) J:lc 3Jo·= 14 ,.. 4 = 10 -., 
- .. 
· · · , - 3 ... l · -2 - · 1- · 6: 
· Step ·1· ... ( __ r;_ .. _. :,=-.- ·1_·). ""( ·) = -2-- + -·2 + :2 · +.- 2 = l · ,_ 




n ( 3)11::: ·4·; t:>1 = 2, P~=.1, P3 =-1·· 
• 
Step 2. Cr = 1) j(3) = 3, J(i) = 2, j(l) == 1 Where h=3 
~3 = 1, ~3 =· 2 
p 3 = 1 --< .2: -= 'M\3 
MX~2 ::: 8 M'S_2 = (8 - (23- 2.1)] + 2 = 3 
p 2, = 1 < 3 = M\2 2-1 
MX11 = 12 MX11 = (12 - ( 2 •1)] ? 2 = 5, 
. . . . . ._ . 
St.ep ·4. (r =·· .1) 
:'st·ep: :6. :Cr ::; .l} . 
CalculatioitS: :for· C4. -
pl =- ,;2 ·<· 5 ·= MXll 
_N:(3 }:.I. =- ·16 - 4 = .12: 
-n· ~ ·10·· +·-· ·1,~-- ·2·2·· : . (.3}-1 -- . _: -_ ·. ; -.c. ,- _· . 
. .,.. -··---··-... . 
E(j)J.+ nf3)l::: 0 + ,22::: 22 
1' ••• ....... M ... 
,.. 
St~p.- 1. (:r· :::: 0). -2- _ .2- 2 2 <%>( 4) 0 .i -= -2 + .2· + 2 - + 2 = 16 
n( 4) ._-. = 4 ;. .P--· __ ;::: 4 · - 0 l .. - 2. 
·.·.···,• 
.. 
j ( 1) = 2 where h==:1 
~2 _= 1. ?vDS.2 = 4 
Step 3. (r = 0) _· P2 = 4 = JvDS.2 
. 
Step 4 •. (r = 0). N( 4)o = 16 - 4 = 12 
. . ' 
•· 
St "1 - ( . l) -~ ·- 22 2·2 02 2·1 -···.·1·4' : -. ep - .- r = .. -... '*'(4)11 ~ .. +. -.. + e. ., + ,:_:_ . _,, .·: ·.,:· '. " . " " ,,' .. _,,'., 
•: : I 
!. .--
. ~. 
\j . .- . 
· ... ·.• ·; .. -, . '· 
.. .;. ~ ' . : . 
• -· • ~11 
•• ·t'"...... .• ·• 
:n(4) = 4 ,; E1=l~P2 =3' .•.. : .. ···<··· .·.·.···· ...•.... ·. ,, . 
• ~ '1 ·, ,; , : ::'., ,': : .' , ' ; , C ' , I:. • 
' .';. ' .. : 
- ' ' 
.-
" ·' .1 
'l ' • 
. • ,,, ,·· ' -
'; .;., 
: . : : ~ ' . 




· . ,,. ,-,6-4· 
- :, : ' ' , I - ~-· '., ~: ". ,'' - ." , 
, , . V , . . 
.:.:··' ·. . , 
. , -
!, ' : ' 
. ·~. . ,--··· 
' ' ' ,- l 
., ....... 
- ~ -








' . . .. t ·: .. ,'"••' \.' 
J , 'I 
,,· ' . . ' 
\ ... ,·~. . .,, 
,w( , ·i "' ~ . ' ~ ·.i..;- .~. , • 
~ - . ' . ' ' . .. 
I • . ' '• . ' ' \ 
·' step 2. . {r. '= 1) · · J{~) :: 2, j{l) =.· 1 Vlie:r<e·-h::i2 _·· .... · · •· 
' . ~ ' . . . . ' ' ' : . . . . . ' ' . ' ' . -' 
• l ·, '. _.,,·. '.... .: 
," :, ,,' ' ' J" I/-,•,.~,_ I I ',, ,;.. ', j • 
·. ·,.. ' .. 
' . ' 
' ' ' ,: ·. 
• , , 'It' • 
: ' , ''· ' ' . 
,, .,.., 
' ' 1\2 = l; ~2 =. 4 . . . - ;, ' ... ' 
:·, 






·- . - Step 3. (r.- :; +J ' 
' "" 
. : ,.~·,:~~ .. , 
' > ' 
_· P = 3·.< ·4 = MX-.· 
· 2 · > 12 I -
. MX~ - = 16 ·. MX_ · = 
---ii · . - ---i.1 
P = l< 5, = MX 
_ 1. · 11 
. . : . . ' ~ 
· Step 4. (:t: = l) . N(:4)1= 14 - 4 = 10 
.. . . . ' . . ,, .. 
. -. -S.'.tep 6. • (r J X) · -_ D(- '"·) -. -= · 12 +· io .~ ... 221 • .·! .. 
' -·- "···-~·- . . .·_ q l ... 
' . . :. . .. -·. •· _· ' . . 
· · ~(4,);1 + D( 4)] .. _= p + 22 = 22 
·Calculations for C5 
Step 1. (r = 0) · . =2 ·3 '2 'j_ . 4>( 5)0 1 = 2 + ? .'I: 2 + 2 = 18 
n( 5)1it l :; 4 
.. 
j (. :_3.) ·= -3,,- j ( 2) ~- :2 '; j:{:1>) :, ._l wh.ec:r:~e. n.='3· 
l\3 = l., MtS_3 = '2 
•(:r- ,:::. 'O:" 
. . . ~ P =1<2=MX 3,. · _ 13 
·MJS.2 = 8 ~2 = [8 - ( 23-11)] + 2 = :3 
P2 _= 2 < 3 = MX12 
. ' :• •, 
MX! = 12 MX = [12 - --(22; 1 2)] + 2 = :4 
---ii - · - 11 
·st~p 4. fr· :; o J 
Step 1. (t ~ l) 
,. 
_ _ Step :fl~, ::e·-r- = .1): .. 
Step 3. {:r. ;:: IJ 
·, -~ 
P. =1<4=MX_· 1 - --:.~1 
N{ 4)0 = _18 -_4 = 14 
2 2 1 . 1 . 
<I>( ) = 2 + 2 + · 2 + 2 · ·= 1-,2. 5 11 -
n(5)i1 = 4 
j .( -.2:) = 2, j ( 1) = _1 ·wn~r:~'._ h=.2 
~ =l MX =4 
~.2.2 ' .12 
... .,,, 
-:I •.;··' '"' 
' ' ' 
,_ ... ,• ,; I ' ' . ·, ,' 
. . ... ~, ·--'" - . •' ' : .· ., 
, I\ 
0 
; I •, • I ~ • ', • ,J _'': ;.: '. ,' /t~ .. •, .·, ~ ,' ,• ) '/,-·· • ' 
' ,· I. ; . \"• '·, . , , • 
' . ~ . ' ' . . . ' ' ., . 
. '' ,. . :;: ' 
.. 
' . . , (i-5. 
•' ' ' ' I 'j • ' . "' ~ ' 
': :•~ .. - ... 
,I . 
,,. , .. ,' . ' 
' :·' ·• -'1' 
•, "• 
'I .'.. '·'. 
-, 
, , • I,_ 
' .... 
'' ' :· ·, '1, 
'_:1_, • ,,' •. ,,: 
• t 't ' 






-~"::' ' . 
...... - "''""' ~ ... -, ·~ " ..... \'" - .~.~,- ,., .--.,._' -~ .·' .. 
,,. 
1i • ' 
·: ' •• · ,. 1. ' :. ' •. 
' . 
. ... . .. ; 
'.'"• '· 
' ' . 
. L 




; I • 
. ' ' . 
, .. . . ' ..... • ~. ' .- • ;: ... ,., ' •• : • 1.' •• ' • • 
,• 
~ .. . .. _,. 
' . ,· 





. ' .. . ' . ' I' r •' ' 
, . 
. · ,,·' ,,, ',, ·-·~ ,• ,, . ··. 
·tr ,=F.: <~-l · · · n(· .5 .. ) 1 = 14 ·+ 8 : 22· .·.·. ·· .. ·· , · · . ·.· ... 
' ' .....,. . - . :· " " -, .. . .. ' ,,, . 
.. ' . ·, 
. ' 
E·( .. -.-)·, + .D(·. :)·. ·. ~- 'O. + 22·- ~· 22··· 
. _ :5. ·.1 · · , · ·5·,. 3.. · ', · .·. · · . ·. . 
,' . ' . ·,, '~ ', . 
~-~~- ~-. ...~' : _:.._. ·· ..... ·, ,, ', 
. . 
~ .. ' 
' . 
·c.· . . ~· : . . ' .. 
,.'. •' ·., . .. ' 
.• 
· · _ Calculations. for. c6 -
( 
.. 
- d. ' ' _· 
··-· . . ' .. 
i ,,. -~: -_,·_ ' : . .... •, ·\... ' 
. . ., '.. ... .. 
•, '(: 
• ',' ,. I I 
' ... ' ·,· 




. ,, ...,..\ -· 
. .. ··r . . . 
Step 1. · (r.,; 9) ~ 6)~- 1 "= 21 +' 22 +: 22 +· 23 + 22 = 22 }' . 
.. : 
· nc6.)o. 1-· =· 5 , . · ·: ·/ 
St¢!> ·2_, f:r = o) .. ,f(3J = 3, j ( 2) = 2 , . j ( 1) = l ·where h#l ...... - .-
. · ,'I' 
· Step _3. 
Step; 4 • .- (r := 0) 
·· .. 5,t~p- :1.: . {:T-·;= ~) 
Step 2-. (-r :;; il 
Step· 3,. '-r· · = 1·.) \:·.i ,• . . '·:; 
Step 4. (r = 1) 
Step 6. (r = 1)° 
- ,F ... ,'. 
\ '·• . . ·-, ,,•,' . 
? · ~ --.~- . '. _.• ,'':· :_' ' . ; ·. . 
._.:\, .. ··.·-:--;'.'· . . ··';'.:·.·_\' . 
' .,'. • ·"1' ' I ' .•' ·: ' ',,. ", 
•L '_' I , 1,:, ·'. , ,· .,~. 
.. )I.-' . ;, ' 
' I ,::• ' ' 
,' ' 
·. - M. .._'· _ ·. . -- 1 MX - 2 
,. -~3- ~ . ' . 13 - .. 
' . '- ·, ~-
.. '" P - = 1 < 2 = MX_ 3 ---i3 .• 
MJS.2 = 8 ~2.= (8 - (23; 2 1)] + 2 = 3 
P =3=MX 2 12 
MJS.1 = 12 ~ = [12 - ( 22-1 3)) + 2 = 3 
P3. = 1< 3·;: :-ra11 
N( 6) ·. = '22: - ·5--·. =· .17· _· 0 . . . . .. 
. :i ,' 2 .. 
·$( 6) 11 ·= 2- + ·2. '::::- ·t)' 
n_( 6) 11 = :2: 
j ( 2) =· _2·,. j ( 1) __ = ~1 ·whe:r-7 .. _.h: = ::2-
-i.. __ .•" -
M_ 2 = 1/2 MX_ = 2: --i ---i2 .. ', 
•P2 = 1<'2 = ~ 2 
MJS.1 = 8 ~]. = (8 - (22""! J.)] +·2 = 2 
pl= 1. < 3 = ~l 
N{6J1 = 6 - 2 = 4 
•. 
\:, . ...;.. 
· D_1: ---(··· .. -6. ---)-· = 17 + 4.. = 21 ... · . ·.:, - ·· · -_ .· ._:. .. . .•• ' ' 'i,' .• • . ' 
' 
"_ .. · 1· : ' . ",' ' ' .. '·,. . 
E(6)J. + D( 6)1:;, 15 + 21 = 36 , i -~·> , c_ · 
0 ' • ' ·: 0 M • J ~ ., ' 0 • 
: -~· 'l.1, . . ~ : •. ' 
-66 
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' '•,' ,, . 
. ' 
. ,. .. '•. \ . ' •·"/ " - ' ~ ,• . 
' I ' •..-~ I '' ' 
' ' ' 
--· -~· ~ ·--·---~--·-
... - "l,,J,~,,.,.1, 
. . 
' 
..... ,, .. ' . '·. 
..... 
•.;, I '• 
• ·, "1··· 
' ~ ' ~ 
' ' . 
• )~ • ,, I ' ' ' • • ' ' \ ' I• • ' • ".. ' ~· ' •' • ~ . • .I ; ' ' 
· :· .: .. ·, ·. ~ondition C2· ha~ ·the·~ax~um val"qe f.~.~ the exp~essio~ D(i)k + E(i)k. and. 
. 
' 
becomes the root node of the deci\sion t,re·e.' The" recurs·ive application 
. 
. · , o.f ·the· ~lgo;rithm te> the . -pre.ceding table ·results in the decision tree 
' ' . . : 
... . ,; 
I,• • ' 
• - •• ' • ' f.l, ' ' ', 1n Fi~e 3.2.10 .. 
. ~, ,· 
.!!•. Examples and Comparisohs 
,. 
. . ~' ' ~"' 




·I; . . . , ' . r .. .;· ·. 
-
., 1 .. Failure of Pollack' .s· Algorithm 
' . . 
.... conside,r .th.·e ... :rol,lowi.ng : :table: · •. -.-:·· . 
,. 
·Rl R2 R4 R5 .. . ELSE 
,..... . ' 
R3 
. 
Cl 0 O· 1 ·1 1 




:, ·. C3 0 0 0 1 ·· 1 
-. 
.,.·, 
c4 0 1 0 0 0 
·-... j 
. 
Al A2 A3 A4 A5 AE 
..... 
,. 
In 1determi-ni_ng the :root. pode·· of ·t·h'e: de:c·-i,si·.on: .. tr:ee-·, the proposed algori tbm 
.-'-. ... 
- . 
gives t·he following:· 
. ' . __ __,,, 
CL D(l}l + E(l)l = 8 . *max. value 
.; . . :. 







Pollack's [i4J ¥gorithm, wl;le,~ applied to the table~ .cho9ses C4 for the 
I ' root node •. ,·.'His,=,dash count and .delta values are as follows: ' "'' .... ' . . " ' ., ., ' 
.:·· 
• r ,_ __ , .. ·•• ,• .,· 
I~ • , \ i•• . • , 
.· . (, 
.- '.· ,;, ' 
. . ~ 




. ···- _, ,,, _._,..,.,,, "" .............. ," ......... ,, .. __, ~,.~., ·-·- .. ·-"'" ....... _.. ,,· "" . 
.".\•· . . ' 
'· 
'1 •• • 
• ) 9J •• ;. 
' ~• ' ', ' , ' ·, ' ' ' ~- • f ,t I 
' ... ' . ·, 
·"-"''' "-'.· .,.:,._,~:,.;,,,·--,·;_· : ... , ... ~·•"'''·-~·'·--··-·..; •. ,, .•.. , .. ,-,-·:·-,,:;".;., ... -,:_· •-
). . ' . . 
'I'., 1 ' • 
,,I I . ' ' ,I , 
.'· '., - . .. ,. ", 
• •' I ' '• I ' ~ . - . .' '.,., ;' . . . ' ·: ' . . ·, \' ' 
,[•, .. • • - • • • ' ' '. ' • ' ' ' ..II • \· ·- • ' 
·.. : ; ,, -. ' .. 
'; . . . ., . . .' . 
-- " 
·. ~-
. ' ' 
• ·l . 
. •.,-· :·--·'"' 
't. • 
. .. ' 
i,,, ';. •.• . , ',· •• 
··~ . ,,, ··-," , .. , .... :_,,;'"'~:.~ . .,...:...: .. ,.,,..,, .. ,' ·-.. _ ... :', 
. ' 
..,.. ;, ... . __ , - .:. .,., -·;'_' 
' I• ' ' ' • • 
.. ' ' ' . ' 
.•. 
. ' 
. ,' ' ,, ' ' 
" ' 
'' ' ··.. ' .. ~.' ,'. . ./ ·, ' I ' ' ' I ' . 
. . ' 
~'Delta ., ·•':', 
. I 
~. ' 1~'-.---:- - . .• • • " ; · Cl.· 
·c.2. 
Dash Count 
0 2 ". --~·. -. . .... -·- · . ..,. <-. ,-· 
q 
. . 










C3· io-·.,, .. 
: .: .. 2 
' '"!'· . 
·clJ .. . ' I ,· .,., . . .-
*max delta . 
' 
4 a·, .. : .. ' .• ,, 
. ·~ 
.. 
, ... ·F 
,. . Recurs-ive _.applic~t·ion. of· bot-~ 
. .. . in"' the d.ecisi-on -tre·e's: in~ 
. '•. -.. ,-. . .. 
· 'l"'i gure 3 /2·_. il . 
) •. 
, 2. In.consis·~ency o·f Pollacka· Algori.thm 
. ' ' ' ' ' -- -- - . ' . ' ' - . ' ' '. - ' ' - . ' ' ' - ' - ' 
Consider the following t·able: 
,· 
Bl R2 R3 R4 
• • 
Cl 1 1 1 l 
·- .... _ C2 0 0 l l 
·• C3 1 - . 1 0 0 
c4 0 1 1 0 
Al . A2. A3 A4 







A5 AE -:1 
Both· Pollack's ~goritb:in ·fuia. the proposed algorithm Wql;Ud choose Cl tor 
• 
the root node. The resulting sub-table of'f' the one's branch Of Cl .is: 
Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 ELSE 
C2 0 0 J. 1 1 .i 
C3 1 1 0 0 1 
. , . 
• I 
c4 0 1 1 0 0 
. .. 
:. . . ,i ·, 
Al A2. A3 A4 A5 AE . , .- . 
. ' ,,_.., 
. . 
POlla.Ck's aJ.gorithm indicates a tie between all three conditions 
-1· 
~d C4 for the next node (i.e. ,delti = 1 for all three) •. ·· The proposed 
.•• ., - -·- : ' 
. I·. 
.. , 
. ,• • I . l ' '• ;, .' -~ j \ ' • ,, . . ' ' -~, ' . , . . 
' \ . ' .. 
. •· ·-"-- -...--.. -·-·-·---,-,..·----.-•-•1···-..---~'.''''', ' , . ., --···•s· 
• ··-· --".---,-,.,, •• ,.~. ::--· ::,-_.._..,.,. ... tf\·"'1;' .... .,_ ... ~, 
·, 
- . ' 
\ •' . 
t'· 
' . ·,,; 





\ . "ir··,, 
I, .. 
. ' . ' -
·;, ". ' 











· Tree generated by the 
·proposed algori tr1m 
0 
., . •· 
*The object program 
would require ·· a 
smaller amount of· 
storage than one 
derived from 
Figure .3.2 .. 11. 













A2 A5 . A4 
l 
1 0 
AE ·A5 A4 A2. AE 
' ' 
FIGURE. 3. 2·.11 
' ' ~ .. ;. ' .' 
• r •• 
, ' ' 
._ i ,,.·.,,:,·· • I 
,,· 
• A., .. \ 
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. ' . 
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.. . ' 
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. .I ., ·,:· . 
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i ·, 
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• • <'I ' -
,-·-~ 
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. ·., .. '• 
-·, - • 1 ~ - ,.. .•, • ~ .-...-;; 
' ,, . 
.. 
l .. ,, • 0/"· ,, ,' L •,•-. o• • •" .,, ••. S, 
. "' 
I ,, 
.. \ ~ ' 
. •··'· -
' ' ' ' . ' . " . ,. : ' ' . . .' ;. ' ,'. ' ' ' ' . ' ' . . ' . ' 
. ·· ~gorithm indicates that only· c2· an:d ,C3 are equally so·od choices and would 
. ~ . . ' 
be·better than.Cit (i.e.,D(2)2 + E(2l2 ;. i;-n(3)2 + E(3) 2 = l; ' . . ' . 
/ . - ' -
D(4)2 + :E(4)2 = q); The three trees are shown ii;i Figure 3.2.12 and 
• 
' . 
illustrate the incO:nsistency of Po,llack•s algorithm. ' If c4 -is. cho~en off 
~he one's branch bf . Cl·, a decisibn tree . with eight non.:..te~minal · nodes·· 
. . . ' 
·-· .· ~~sult·s:, ·as· _opposed to seven when· ~ither. ·Cl :or C.3 .are chosen . 





', ·' -. '··· 
~· '.' • • • f ·,. • 
' . •' ', 




-Consider the following table: 
-.• .. 
Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 ELSE 
Cl 
- 0 0 l 1 
C2 0 
- 0 l· 0 
C3 0 'l 
- 0 l· 
'•·. c4 0 0 -1 
- -
"' '• 
Al A2 ll3 A4 A5 AE 
,P 
The- P+.opesed algorithI!}·_give~. the.s-e. values: 
i: 
D(l)l + E(l)l = 4; D(2}1 E(2J1 .~. 3.; 1)(3)1 + E(3')1 = 4; D(.4)1 + :E;(4)l = 3• 
Thus, either Cl or C3 would be gooq; choices for the :rOo.t node in the 















:4 *max · 
:Q 
The indication here. is th11t C2 Slloul!l. be choaen tOr the root node . . ·· The 
decision.· trees generated frc;>m . tll-e recursive 8.pplication ,of both· 
. ·, ' .,, . . . ' . '. ' ' . ,, . 
' .. -- .. _, ... . , .... 
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.. ' . . . . \· 
are Seen in: .Fisure 3.2.i3. '.rt·.~hoiµd also b~ noted that Pi'~sses·IlB]. · 
• • 
--·- -• -
- ...... ~:. ,•~•~• .. " I ,( . ~" - ' .. . -~, " 
·algorithm· would' cons.ider all foti.r conditions as equally. go.od choices •. . . . " 
' 
.~ .Iri'complet~ness ot -Pollack~ s Algorithm and .Pre·SS .1· Algori tbm • ~ ,. 
Consider tAe ifollowing table: .. 
Rl R2. R3 R4 ELSE . "'!' . 
Cl 1 0 1 0 I ' 
' 
C2 1 
- 0 ·l· ,•, 
·c3 0 l 0 "' 'O . . 
c4 1 1 1 0 
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• The ca.lculations ··for.the root. :no.de us.i;ng: the ·p:ropQ.~ecl a~gori thm, · 





. • .. 
))(1)1 + E(l}l = 1 + 4 = 5 * 
D(2.Jl + E(2·)i = ·o + 3 = 3 
D{3)l + E(:3)l = l + 4 = ·5 * 
])(4)1 + E{4)1 = l + 4 = 5 * 
. 




... Dash: Cb.tlilt 
0 
. ·2 







Cl's Count is 4 .. · ·~~· 
II U It 4 ,· * 
'' ! 
*ti.e be,tw~~n, Cl, C2, 
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Tree gene:rated by the_ 
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2 non-terminal nodes 
would result in the 
smaller .object program 
10 non-terminal 
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I :::: Pol,lack indicates .. 'that 'c4, is' the,·be·e1t .ehoice' for·· the,' ro·ot. nocie: •. · 'p~ess-'. 
' ~ • • 
' • '• 111 ' • o L t •_ 
-: ' ,' • 







- indicates Cl· or c4 :for the nolJ.·. The: proposed a;t.gorithm .sho'Ws thS..t c;i., 
1- C ' 
• 
-
. C3· or. c4 .w:i.11 · be ·eqti.a).ly ·good.· choices-- and will be. better choices t~an _.·. 
C2. Thus, ·a1ternative choic~·s· are provided by the ~~oposed ~gorithm 
due I to' the ~ore :thro,ugh a.naly,s·i~ in the,, •complete•· tree approac~ e The ' 
'J .. . 
• . • • deci.si~n ·.tr:ees generated. J>y recursive ·applic'ation of the. proposed 
·~gori~h_m. wllen ci,: C2 and. G4- l;r·~ eacn u~ed fo·r·· th~ root no.de -~r·e' .. 
illustra~ed in·Figwe '3.2.14. 
5.Failure of Poll~ck' s Algorithm 
Consider the following ·t·ab:l.e: 
Rl R2 R3 R4 
... .;_, 
Cl 0 0 0 l 
C2 0 0 0 0 
C3 'O 1 0 0 
c4 0 .1 1 
-













. .' ~ 
. . 
Thus; Cl would b.e the best choi_.ce for the :root :node in ~he· decisi.on tree . 
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5 *max delta · 
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' ~· -~ Th.e · condition c3.i·s indi.cated • I to.be th~ best for node. the ·root ti. 
'. '-"'.---·--·· 
'. -41... 
~·s, however, .is ·n<l>t the· case and can be·. seen. in · Figure 3·. 2, 15, · where -
. ' 
-the decision trees are pres~nted. resulti:11g from recursive application ·of ., . 
bo_th a~gori thms :~ 
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Tree generated. by the 
p:t-oposed algo:i;-i thm · 
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., , ' • 1i. t 
' 
·A.· Rule Probabilities and Condition Test Times · :-{. . . 
. . 
In the---d.evelop~ent. 9f an ~lgorith.J!l··~ith the goal- of_ 'min~miz:ing 
_.. :~ 
. ' 
the r~_sponse' (run) time o:r .. an object program generat~d from ·a.. ' 
' . ' 
. 
. 
' decisi~n tree, j the appro,ach taken will be to .miniml ze the expected ' , 
"-1· . . . ' 
' ' 
. 
:·· .: .time· to travel from .. the ro.ot node to a .termi;r1al· node. If e~ch path · 
· ..• 
. ,, ' 
. ,,, . 
, ·• ,,. ";'1 I ', • ~-.. :,-_ • ) ,·.· -1 ~ ', 
. ·,I,. · . 
. , ... ; .. ·.·\, ' ·,. ' 
through the decision tree: ( 9.o.rrespondi1fg t9 a. ruie :i~ · a- d.ecisiQ~ . -~ .. . ' ·: 




tabl~)' is e.qua.lly likely and each condition 'requires the same test' 
.L. ... 
time, then the min:imUlll ·re.sponse time ·tree would be th.e: one with the . 
. I , 
·, 
fewest non ... terminal nodes. ·Tbus , the minimum. .. storage ;algorithm 
.: 
.(Chapter III) would accompl·ish·. 1;:>ot,h.. Tb.is:,- however,· is riot the 
general ·case. Trans~et,i·on.s may· have different relative. frequencies. 
associat.ed w!t]i them:. :This- caupes ·th~ir identification with rules I. ' •, 
in a table -and the ·ex:ecutior1 o·t ·the proper action set·s: to be proba-
bilistic. L'ikew·ise,, the times ass-eciated. with 9q:p.dition testing 
' 
' 1...-' ~ .,-:-r 
·"'--. -·~ 
_m~y-vary from one condit:ion to ano_the·r.: As se:en i'ri Chapter II the 
M • .. ' • 
~ 
latter .t·s disregarded in .the existi:ng al·gorit})rtis·. with tl:te: .exc~ption 
of the algorithm by Verhelst[231. :4,li:;O t:be provii:;ion for an. ELSE i")iJe 
.• 
The :de-termination ,of the relative frequenci·es of the .i;rans:actions· 
in a real-time · system may ·be determined from· a system loggi~.g tape~- · 
• 
Consider a·- data collection system operating ··with a· fixed i.nterrupt 
. 
· that -causes execut,i-on O.f a hardware driver program. -This program 
samples input,· ·lines·. toi- _arrivi~g · transactions· which are then •edited 
··passed ~n. ~to o-ther l?rogrEJms. f9r · .. pro·cessing~ The. ··tra.n,sactions, including · 
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• I ' ' 
I , ' 
. !-.,· 
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I ' ' •. ' 
· '\ ..• h • ' ' • •1" 
f, t} .' • ;,, ·.· ·-::. 
.. 
• • • 1 ·.,· 
,. ' .. 
.,.:. ,_:_ .. ,-
... ,. . ""T;. -; ,· , . 
- ' I 
' 
· , • +- :e~ro~s, · ~re :r;e¢otded on ··a l_o·gg·i~g tape~, ~-~ ~~c-is·io,n :_t~bi.·e:·~·has. b.een 
,. 
,·. 
' ' ·. . . ~ . 
. . .., .. 
. . ~ .. 
. . 
. 
- • - . ·-····· -·:. 1 ' 
. 
' o\ '· 
ciaeatea· for .use· in des_iglli~g· the edi~ _program.· There is a need to 
.. 
~ ,> .-·_ ·' " 
. minimize the expect·ed _ execution time of· the edit program .in ord~r ·, · 
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.-~- ' :· . 
-·..;• ... ' 
has a correspon.di_ng simple rule. The relative · fr~que·ncies 
( probabili ti~s). of the table . rules are obtai.ne.d by s11rnmi ng-' the ,. 
frequencies of t.he· ·simple rules t.h·at ·wer.e combined when the table· 
.. 
rule was formed. This also hol-ds true. fo.r· tne ELSE rule . .-
B. . Criteria of Expected S·avi-11,gs. 
,· 
. In the minimum storage a.lgprithni ·w:e- wer:e· conc:e,rn~d w.±th esti--: 
i:nating tbe. :number of ·non-t.er·mfnal nodes that could be e~in4nated f:i;-om.. ~ :a .complete- t:r-ee due to' the· .EIBE. ruie: (lo·oit-~ead -~trategy) .and: the·-
diish~s: in the. table . Let- us recall the· c;>ne-to-one relat·ionship: 
' 
-,~ . •• ··::' '.'.! 
. between the order i of :8. -no·ae :f;_et that ·:is eliminated from .a cqmplete 
tree and the number of clashes in .a -rule tha.t provi·des for the elimi:~:: 
' _, l nation. Ass·ume that a- condition C·j_ ·i-s: ·being: considered :for the ro·ot· 
node of a o.~cision ·tr·~e and. i.f ·c:j :is 
1
chosen, there exis-ts a partial 





tree. . This node set is eliminated due to· i dashes in rul~ __ fil,. ( Figure - ------- ---- ~--- .. ... ., . _ ....... •, ....... ·- ____ ...... -- --·-- -· ..... --- ---------· _, ... --·-- ---------------~-.---··--·- ---- , I •. ... , ... 4··· ) 





21 terminal nodes for the ·no,de set of' ·order i (indicated in Figure ·4.1) · ' . 
' ' • I ' has i less non-terminal. nod.~~-·~~~r the elimination of t;he node set. 
. ·, ' ~ ' .. 
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'1 ' ,. 4 
I 
i, , . ' 
. ..... . 
' ' . 
( "' ... ' 
Ji ' . . . ' . ' l . 
. ' ' . ., . • 
'The i' non-terminal nodes · .( condi ti9ns) , eliminat_eQ. in·. eadh p~th; _are 
.• ' ., . 
' . 
' . 
the conditions that have dash ·entries in the. rule RL in the table.· -
. Now, let the probabilities of taking each of the--21 p8.ths and the · 
•' 
,•_ 
· ... ~ .... 
. I - • 




. , .. '· . ' ' . ' P- P · • ~ P and -T · T -- · 
· · l·' · 2' • ~ 2i · . l' '. 2' 
.. 
... , T •· -
2.~ 
~ . . ·, 
•: " 
. . 
.Th- . . . • . • 1 . . ' . -, ... . .. :·: · ·e .expecte·d t:ime-- :s:av.ed in any - .9.f tlle :2 " path-$ :lilien, tl1e :-node s.et. of ,. 
ord·er .i- :is eliminated -i:.s.: 
' P. •. (T ·+ T- + 





' ., ' 
::;. ··( p + P-·::2--_·. ·+_--_ ... : 1. .· .••.• 
-. . 
•. 
I . If - 1 t :P + P :+ 
.. , · we e _ . .l.: _2 _. .--•.•. + P i = PL~: the.n we can wr..i~e. the .., ·e:xpect.·ed ~ 
• l. 
T • Si11.ce P is: t·he. sum of· :the p:rob-q L 
q = l 
·abilitie·_s o.:f the. 2i paths {si-mple: rtilesJ, :i't becOJ!1~-J3· the p_roba.bi.li~y 
associ,ate.d with the t:able, .:rtile RL that has i ·da.sbe·s (Figure .4.1}-. 
When the ELSE rule a_ccounts for the elimination of a ho·de s.et 
.. 




q = 1 
T • q 
• 
-Here P is e: 
the prObabili ty o:f ~y _si;mpl~ rule in the ELSE rule and it is assumed 
-~- -.- ~. -- -- ,-~ - . - ,. -------=·-' -- -· - .•. ..,.- ···--·-- --- ---. --- .---;- ~ ·-· -- .•. --- - - •. , . 
' . 
. • ' -~ 
; --~. . . 
that the probab:ili·ty of' each· simple·. rule . in the ELSE rule is the same • 
.. 
21 . 
Otherwise, the exp;r~ss:i·on would be L · P '. _Li 
. ej. • .. 
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·-· 
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j ,= 1 Q = 1 .. _· • ' '. ,, I 
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• ;i, -, ' •. 
• 
. . . 
.. 
tf. 
.. ~ ' ' . 
' ' ! 
I ' -', ' ,I ., 
the probability associated with the jth. simp1e ~e 1{ the FmsE . 
• ' 
• 
' , 1 • • 
,, '.. ·, 
. f', 
. 
rule. The test times ~:J,., T2 , ! •• _, Ti are associated with the i .• 
.. 
conditions that ·are eliminated in the node set of ·order .... i... These 
, . 
• /I 
condi ti·ons, ar·e cieterm.in.ed from a decision table. as follows·: Assume I 













·-,t.;ree -due ,to -t~ -thiPd-·.,row ·-'e·o·~p-es·pofidenoe -wd:th the ··one·•.s .. g~·oup- of 
I 
. ., 




,the "look-ahead" s,t:rategy .foresees th.e · exi.s.tence. of a sub-table ·in. 
the creation of ·the· decision t·ree ·that has a row of a.1.1 zer9s .~· The 
choosing .of thi·s .cond:i·tiop for· ·a non-terminal node eliminates a .n.()de 
set of ·ordefr .. f, si:nc~ tts. on·e is branch ·po:tnt~ · to the ELSE acti·on set . 
• The ·i condi t:Lons eltiaj.nated in the node ·se·t of· order i are indic.ated. 
·in- "Fi'gute 4. 2. The.s·e ar·e:-t~~ ·c··qnd:i:tions - that. have not been tnvol ved 
in any previous r·ow ·correspondences. Note that the method for 
numbering the row correspond·ences is se~u~nt.ial· :from--·the top of tb~ 
table to the bottom ·and i.s st·t:ictly· for convenienc~·. - Sin·ce al·l the 
. conditions in a row· cqrre~rpon·de:ti,ce with Cj are t.este.d. off' its ·one's:·· 
. 
. . branch; the· t.ime. s·aved due. ·to· E:J:,SE rule. ~liniinations is ·the s~~ J 
regardless- Qf t·heir .order • 
,, 
C. The Minimum Response.Time jU.gorithm 
. 
. By using the framework of the minin;tum stor~ge. algorithm to 
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. . : ·,. . r . 
•, ,, .... , . 
.... ' ' ' 
I --- - ---c.---,.-·------- -.-------- ;r ~ ., --- ·------... '"._ - ..-- -- - - ·- . . .. 
analy.ze dash splitting and by calculating expected time savings for node 
' . 
• 
set eliminations, the minimum respons·e time ELlgorithm: can be presented·.· . 
. 
.. I 
I··•.·.··. ' I . (_' • j ---,, • 
. '. ;, ' 
The· algori tlmt i$ · r~cursi vely applied to .· ea.ch sub-table.· in the creation · · · · 
1, \'• ,. 
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Cj ... . 1 
CJ -+ ' 2 
Cj + ·3 
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c:if the row 
· d · t of· d ·· · 
·a no e se or: er 1 :is eliminated. 
















0 0 row 
l. l .,, 
0 0 ,,· ...•. 
.·,••i 
• • • 
• -• • 
• • • 
th· l· 1 row· n 
•• • • 
• • • 
corresudn·denc·:e·s· W·ith 
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• 
.. 
.. ·; ., 
. . 
.of- a decision 'tree to det~rmine ·the ·condition. to ·test .. The . " 
. . 
subscript k. :represents the·. current leve~ in ·the :aec:is;on tree. 
\, 
'• :: . 
. A. . ' . .. 
· Choose a condt tion row. t~at has· all ones or 
• f,. 
all zeros • 
- . . . ... ~ 
If' A·, ca,r:mo.t be ):3atisf~ed, PERFORM C •· . Ji'or t>_ 
; ... 
' -.. ~ 
· · i .= 1-, 2, · ••• , · m - k · + . -1. 
C • . ·COMPUTE .ESAV = C-~(.i) r 
•. 
j = 1 L = 1 
PERFOfil-1' :D:._ For r = 0 , 1 




COMPUTE the m~t-x-{_ces :ror j = 1, 2, ..•.• , .• _.,: ,n1.- -: 'k 









A. NCOL. is the number of columns ( rtil·es_)· ha.ving J 





B. Th.e. at y~µ.e$· are ·the column subscripts in t'.he 
decisi~n table :for the NCOLj rules having j dashes. 
G. . The · ~t values are .. ~~e con~i ti,onal · ,probabilities 
_., 
.. 
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at s~b~cribts. ·= rr: tbe condition i:or. i ~n con-· 
. '\ " . 
. 
.. ~ 
sideration has a dash in the ~ule_ denoted1 by· at,··, 
then the Probability Pt in the matrix TESTj :is 
. .  
. actually _P i/2: This .as·s-tmies. an- equal s-pl:tt on .: 
~ the rule p·rob·ability.- P.- f_or the ·cases ·when the dash l. . . 
. 
D. th. Tqt is \he t±me ~(!sqciated with testing the q ·· · 
condit-i9µ haying·. a.. ·dash in the t t:h rule re··fe,:r-e:·d. ·t.o 
by· a .• 
. t 
Step 2. 
·h = number 
m-k 
i;.e., h = .L 
j = 1 0 if NCOl, = 0· 
. j'· 










j ' ; 
PERFORM 
Step 3. 
= max { [(f\j(h) 
CR(i)r 
1 - L 112j 
j = 1 
1 
·' 
For CR(· .. ) J. . 0 
·. · 1 r r 
For 1dR(· .• _ ).· . =· o· . 
· · ·l r 
,. 
· .. 
' ' ' 
If' NCOLj(h-:z) ~ ~j(h..;~J ·.: • '. . • .... ' . .\. I • . . . •, .-, ' . 
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l, . ' M\j(h-~-1{ -~· inax . [MX'kJfh-~) ·- .(2J{h-.z)~j{h~~-i) .· _;· • ' I " • 
' ' . ·· ~ NCOL j ( h.;.z) } + 2 ] , l } . · ': . ' .. 
Where· 
• • - ... ~ '{J 
' . 
1 
. . .:_ 2J.(h:_z} - j {h~z-1) • 2MX_ ·. M\J(h-z-1). - : · --ltj{h-~) ·· 
'• 
ELSE.· PERFORM Step :5. 
. Step. 4 . . 
i: '· ..... ~ 
.j(h) 
COMPUTE·. DSAV(··· .. ·)··· = 
·· · ·· ,: ,.t ..... ,r ..... 
. . 
.J •••• 
L ~ j(l) t = 1 q = l· 
If' .r = 1 .'GO' TO .:s.t·ep ::6 .• - :.~SE GO TO Step 8. 
Step 5. 
• 
• p . 
t. 
·.' ...... 
LoOk B.)ll0tlg the NCOLj(h-z), colurilns that have· j(h-.z) dashe~ 
. 
fq-;r:· ·unique pairs -of column$ whps·e. j:"Ch-·¢.) d.as·hes are· i?J. 
t_he. -same condition row. _·C.o.unt .. ~he number Of': m1ique: 
. ·~·. 
, p_airs. .6.f columns. th.at di ff er in only one ·r:ow ·and ~c·a11 
- ! 
'_1 .. 
i' . l "' ' ~ • + 1".·. 
( 
. 
. ' .. -
j . 
' ,, 




the total CJ(h .... ~). COMPUTE NCOLj{h-z) _;:: ~j(h,..z} + cj(h:-,-z} 
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• • • p. ' 
NCOLj(h-z) 
. • .. T I 
1,. lICOL j ( h-z) 
,··-. 
.. -· 
. . ' . . . ' . . . 
. by dele~~$ tll~ (lVCOLJ(h-z) - NCOLj(~OOzJJ colnmns wiiose 
. . . ' : .. . . .. \ ' : . .' . .... . ; . . 
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. J{h~·z l 
values· :E. 
. q = l 
. ' 
•· ' 
ti . ·.,_ . 
T ·. · P · are\the .sm~lleS·t. 'The·' qt ' t 
,. 
':. 
,-.. \: ,, 
, .... ~" ... '-·- - ·-. 
. 
' •• ; • <j· ' • 
I' , ' 
~ . " ' 
. ' 
' ,, . 
, . 
... 
· (NCOL j (h"'.'Z) 
1 . • 
- NCOLj(h-z}) Columns (ruies) eliminated- '_ 
..- • i' ·-. • . . 
I .. 
' 
. ·~ i--· --- . ,' ,. -~ 
' ' ·, t1' 
-·· .... 
' . 
.. · -- .• -.f. ~- ,. ,.., --~-~-·-·-·, 
. ,1:: 
·.-: . . 
'will 'haves the~r· dashe~-'split. 'The columns are chosen· 
. ',· -
. ~--,, ...... . 
• • • ' . • r, 
such that the exp.ected ·s·um of .the ~est· times of tne · 
., 
· ,:condi t_ions ·tha:t· ~ould have been el~µariated:(}lad the . 
. - .. . 
.. 
'• 
dashes not been split) .·is minimal. This forces· the 
• 
dashes that are not: spl·it tp have ·the largest possible 
_...... \ 
. expected ·ti·me ·Savi_rigs -ass-o-ci~t·~if. with them; th.us., 
maximizing t:h.e e_xp,e.c·t.e4- savipgs :calculation. 
':-.-
COMPUTE 
· - fi ' · ( 2J( b-.z) -j ( h-z-1) • 
~j(h-z~l) = max L~J(h-z-1) -
NCOL~(h-z)) + 2], 1 
.. 
;, 
where MX is the same as in Step 3. 
' COMPUTE NCOLj(h.-z} = NCOLj(h-z) 
Step 6. 
1 
COMPUTE XWAV. = ~ 
.-··· .. fi)k LJ 
r = O 
Step 7. 
I .• 
COMPUTE E:XSAV(i)k = ES~\T + XL'SAV(i)k. 
Step 8. -Continue 
E. Choose the condition (i) Eltich that EXSAV(i)-k/ is maximum. 
END 
. ' 
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T 1 loo Cl -
T2 50 C2 1 
T3 200 C3 0 
g 
T4 25 c4 0 
T5 100 C5 0 
.T6 100 c6 -
.. Al ~ 
































































Step 2. (r = :C>J J(2) = 2, J(l) = ·1 where :h. = 2 
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• 
M_i.2 = 1, ~2 = 4 
NCOL2 = 3 < 4 = .. ~ 2:: 
I 
~l = 16,_ MJS.1 -:; ·5 
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NCOL -- -.~ _2· < 5 = .~ ..... ·~ :... <·, . · 
.,_ · .. ·· 1 _· .. · . :-=:~-:u 
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' o' , \ •. ;! 
~tep 4. er ~ ()) 1 DSAV(l)O =.<2 .5 + 20) + (6~25 + 75 + '7.~5,) . '.. !I I ' '' 








' ' . = 22.5 + 86·-75 =. 111.25 ', 



















Step 2·. (r .=·· l} j(3) = 3, j(2) = 2:.,· .j_'.(l) = l where h = 3: 
~3 = 1, ~3 = 2 . 
. Step 3. (r = 1) NCOL3 = 1 < 2 = MJS_3 
Step 4. 
* Step 6. 
' . 
~2 = 8, ~2 = 3 
/ 
. NC0~2 = 1 :< 3 = ~ 2 
I 
~l = 12, MJS.1· = 5 
NCO~l = 1 < 5 = ~l 
(r = 1) OOAV(l)l = 2.5 + 6 .25 + 32 .5 = 41.25 
(r = 1) XOOAV(l)l = 111.25 + 41.25 = 152.50 
ElSAV(l)l = ESAV(l)l + xm~v(l)l 
• 
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* step 5 ·aid not need to be performea, aCcording· to the · > . ; · 
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1. . Failure of Pollack's Al·gori thm and. Inconsisten.cy of 
· _Verhelst's Aigorithm 











R4 R1 R2 R3 
l Cl 0 0 1 ~ -
. 
. .. 
1 C2 0 
- 0 1 




l c4 0 0 1 
-
.. - ' ..... \-,. .. ~ ...... 
. 





P ... - ... - . ·p·'.E··-
.;- ·,·5: . . . ' . . . :; ' . 
' " 







., ... ·_ "·· ~; "-,,..· - •' ... ' . - ~ 
A5 AE 
The pro.posed ~lgorithm gives the values: 
Condition Cl ESAV(l)l=_O 
-• 
.. ·, .. _ ,-_ 
. -;,-.- :OOAV (l)l = .• 1 + .1 ;: •. 2 
XOOAV(l.)1~ .7 
. !: .. 
EXSAV(l)l ~ 0 + .7 = .7 








. ·: ~. . . . . . ,· . 
· ..... ·· OOAV(2)r= .. ,' .. , .·• . . . ~,~ ... ' 
" - . .-:· :' ' '. ·~-~-· !.:: ' ~i·:-~ .;<:.:.-·,..:: ~:';: .. : ·, '. -~:~ 
' 
.. . r • -
... ' ~ . '. I : ',:, ~ 
.-
. " . ____ .,___..,__......, .... 
lnSAV( 2 )1= 
.' • .;., '. ' •. l, ·.•· I - ," 
.· ' ·.. ·, ,. -·. 
. _,, ........ -~----- . 
. . 
.6 = .6 EXSAV( 2)l· = 0 + ( ., . ' ' '! ,, •' l I 
91 
'., .'.' !t: I ·, • • ,' • 
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Condition C3 
'• 







•• • ........... i 
DSAV( 3)1= .2 + .1 = .3 
I ' 
XDSAV(. 3)l = 
. ... ._;_ ·EXSA.v·(:_ _ ·>· . . _== :.o +;,·_ -~ 6. · ~ • 6 
.· · 2 1 · · .· · .. 
. . . 
. ' 
.. ,.,.-ESAV( .4). = '. 0_ · .. 1 . 
OOAV_ . (. _4-_ -_). _ =. --- . · .. - - ·1 . 
. 
... 
, XDSAV( 4)1=· 
















The indica.t.idii .here:. i.s ·that C2 should· ·be .ch·os:·e.n: for the root: :node. . . . . . . .· . . . ' •, .· . ·- . . ,•. . ·. . ,· .'., -. ,•, ., .. • . . ... 
.. 
· The decision treea generated by the recursiye a.pp.J.·i.c:ati .. ori' :or· -both 
algorithms are seen in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 . 
• 
... ·,: 51 [23·] The algorithm b-y .. ~verhelst (as discussed in Chapter .II J,-_wJ:len, 
applied to the table in Example . ~, would indicate Gl, C2 ~r c4. as 
equally likely choice~ fo.r ~he root node (i. e_., T1 = T2 = · T4. = ... 2 as · 
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PROPos:e:n ALGORITHM ' ' ' 
Q. 









Aver-:agfif re-spon_$e· t,i~e·.;:· 
:(.-:=P· /.2}·(-TJ,,.· :+ T·4. ·+- T .. +· T· ..• ): + P ('I'···. +·,··T-:4· + T . .. -+ ·T.) + p: .CT·. ·+.· T .. ·4 ·+: .. . T .... J· .l ·· · ·1 ~ .. _.. ··3: ··-2 ···e ··1 ·. ·.3_. 2 2 ·l .: ··3.·· 
• • l • • 
•, 
+ .Ps(T1 + w4 + t2 ) :+ Pef'I':i; + T~ + T2} + (:E\/2)(T1 + T2 + T3 + T4) 
+ PeJ'Ji1 + ~2 + T3_ + T4) ·+ P..:5(~·· ... + T2. + :·T-3) + P4(Tl + T2 + T3) 
'' . .. ' l '' . . ·. , 
., 
, + 1\~(T1 + T2 + T3) = ,1(4} + ,.016(4) f ,2(3) + ,33) ·+ .016(3) + .1(.4) 
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:POLLACK '-S ALGORITFINl 
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o. 1 0 
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A2. A5 AE A5 A2 AE 
Averag.e re.sponse ··bime-: 
P1(T2 + T4 + '!'3) + (P2 /2)(T2 + T4 +· T.:3 + Tl) t (P5/2)(ir:2 + T4 + T3+ T1 } 
+ P_3('1'2 + '1'4 + T1 ) + P/T2 ~ 4 + T1_ + ·T .... ). + (-P_5/2f(T2 + T4 + Tl + T3} . . .j . . . . . 
'•·-i 
fj 
+ Pe(T2 + ·Tl + T3) + (P2/2)(T2 + Tl + T3 + T4} + ,P e[T2 + Tl + 'f'.3 + T4) 
+ P4(T
2 + T1 + T3) + Pe(T2 + T1 + T3) = ,2(,4}. + .1(4) + ,<J5(4) + ,3(3) 
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· " .· to obtain trees, with Cl and ·c2. as the root· ·node results in,·the ·same·· , 
" 
' ,\. 
trees as in ~igu.res· . 4. 3 · and· 4. 4. · These trees. have different average 
response times. Thus~: there appears. tq, .. ,be an··inconsistency in the 






method· of determinin._g. a co~di tion to test.. ~owever, when the pro-
-posed algor·i thm is recursively ,appli·ed, 1 it·s' ·alternate choice ( c4J. 
' ' 
., \ - . . for the root no:de, ~esul t·s in .a. de·cision tree with the s:ame average. 
. ' . 
. r.espons.e time .. as the ... :t:ne.e .:with .Cl :fo,r .the root node,· This illustrates· 
,:.· . 
the consistency_ of' tne calculations as opposed· to the -Verhelst al-
gorithm . 
2. Incompleteness qf Shwa:-rder' s · .Algori tbm 
Consi.der the following table: 
pl .p 2 P· 3· ·p4. 
l/l6 4/16 2/16 3/16 
Rl R2 R3 R4 
'T·· 
···.1 l (}l 1 0 1 1 
.. C2 1 1 l 0 
. 
T: .. 1 
'··:2 
T3 1 C3 l - o· -
. 
\ 
c4 0 ) 
- - .-T4 1 ... 
', 
.,.. (\. 
Al A2 A3 A 4 

















by Shw~der[ 22J indicates C2 for the root node in a decision .tree • 
. The average response time of the tree {Figure. _2.8~ .Chapter II:) created 
by recursive application of Shwayder!s algorithm is 2.375. Shwayder. 
himself· poin1:is out that there exists a. tree with . Cl as ·.the root node 
l••· .... 
' . 
... ~.,~ . ·95 · ,, ' '. j • ,, • 
•· .. • . ',' ' • 'I' 
" ·' -·r .. . \ ... 
. " 
. 
' .· .. 
,• ' 
. i ·, 
.' ,, 
; . - • I' ·, 
I· . 
• 'I ~ ' 'I "; .. 
















, .. " 
• 
.. 
..• !·: , . .. 
'. I 
. ' 
. \ ... •. 
•.· 
' . , 
.. 
,,1..,, 
. ' ' . 
t~t also has an av~r.age response time 'of' 2.375,'even thOugh his al- · 
. ,, i •, .. . ' 
4' I 
.• 
' I • • 
• 
! '• gorithm does not indicate this ttee ·Us:ing ·the entropy calculations. ··. 
' . . . " . ·. 
"!-•: 






. node: EXSAV(l)l= 13/8, EXSAV( 2)1= 13/8, E:XSAV( 3)1= 9/16, EXAV( 4)1;:·9/16. 
,The: :tnct.ica.tion her·e_ is that Cl and. :c-2 are equally good ·choi.ces for 
the root nod.e. The: tre-e -.~re~_teq. by _recursi:ve ·application of the prq-
.Figure. ~.8. Th)J tre·e .ha.Yi.ng .Cl as .. the root. _node i·s. th·e· tree ref.ered .. 
. : . 
.· 
s}Jown in Figµr·e ·4.: 5. Th_erefo:re, the: prop.ose.d·~·t:ilgo_rithm indica:t¢·d bot-lt 
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Tr~es generated by the 
. -- proposed algo,.ri thm. 
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Average response ·t:im.e: 
" .. ·,.._ 
I . 
'I 
• .-o:.:, • 
·. · ... 






·:.· ... ,. 
4/16 + 4/16 + 6/16 + .e/16 -+· .6./16 ·+: ··101:16 




Av~rllge ·~espon.$e: ti.me·:: 
o:: 
4·/16 + 4/16. + p./1-6· +· 6/1·6: + -8/16 + 10/16 
. ,~.. .. 
• 
-FIGURE 4 •. 5 
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···pert-ained to· the translation of a ·decision tabl·e.into_an object 
--r. 
• .. 
. . 1 ' 
. - -- ·--·-, . ' ' program under ·cert~ip .. opti:mtzat,ion criteria.·· -Thie .opt;llliza.tio·n 
.•. 
·criteria· studied ··were:· 




1 .. ·.Minimllm1Storage .. Consider.atiqns · 
2 • MinimUIIl Re ~p.ohs e (·run) time 
:Con·si:derati.ons .• · 
.• 
,. ... , .... 11, 
-· 
·,. 
examined wh·en. tJ:s·fng o:p~:;imal s·;ei~~i·ng_ nie,tho·ds ., a heuristic ~ppro~cll._ 
utili zi;iJ~ ,aeci_s::ton. tr:ee·s_· was us·ed-. As: seen i.h Chapter. -II,· the 
... cencern·ing·· b·asic concepts . gr. j'.Q.s.·tifi<Ja..tion •. 'I'h:ey, ·fo:r the :_rno~t 
part, appeare.d. :to- 'l:>-.~ ~~:r:i-vea· fron1 observation. Cqnse·que:nt_l)\, t:he_i:r 
• 
·.•· 
performance -y~j..ed dr c·otiJ.d 15e considered µp$rcab..le'.~-




.... . ' 
. .., 
their respective. optimization cr·i~er.ia. th~ 
existing ~gorithms. 
2, The existing ;~lgori;-thl.ns ··w~re .not decisive· 
·I .. 
' j· · . ' (incolii,s·istent.) ·in' t,he.ir choice:s of condi.$.iqns. 
• ' • • • ' .'' ' :." • . •. '' :_ '; . -,,'. \: l •· ,.. •·• ,,- • 
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• multiple choice of conditions for a node; when, \•. :: ;: 
• 





trees of'· ~he. same size or response _ti;me • 
• 
3··. :Tlle existing ·,algoritm.ns were -incomplete· in. their .: 
• 
1· 
~- .·' •· 
-choices. for c·onditions .• That :i:s, t'.Q.~y fr~quently. 
. . ·• ·1· 
d.id. not i.nq.idate mult~ple choices. 
The· i-nstability of: ·the ex~sting algorit.hms was d.ue .. to f?e:ver~l. 
:· ·,. 
th·irigs. All., pertain to ·the method o:_f' a.nalys.is t)f: a. :,dectsi:o:n table: .. 
' ' . . ' . . .. ', ~ :i . . . 
.. ·/ls s_een in Cha.pt.er ·!!I., t.he combine.t·:ion. of· simple -:rll1.es. :res:ult:ed· .in 
the· .f·. a·. ·.1·1. owr:i. . g. ·•· ... . . .·.· . . . Jl .. .f 
• I 
t • . • Dash et1t.rie·.s ·:in a. t·abl-e 
~-
. ,, 1. 
0 
2. Provision-s for an. ELSE: ·rul·e. . ........ ' . '·'.. ·. . - ... -. . . 
I· !' 
.. 
. ,1 These .r.ule ,comb,in~t:t.o.:n$. ~stabl.ished the :e~±~t·en~.e. of :an optimal 
partial tree .• · -A$ s·een ,tn· _::Ch-apter _IIJ:, ;I?art B., th:e ELSJ~l ·rule was .a 
. 
'• . ~ .- . 
major contrib·ut.in_g ··fac·t:or ·±11 nop ... ter-;min.al ·node ei:fm:Lnat:i.on. ~The 
, . 
.. 
ex:'i:stinJs algorithms i.gnore:d. t:he ELS~ r.u.le .i;n thei.:r· c~lculatiorts ., 
·' 
I. 
.i-:-·-w··"'.··.. : ·.: to estimate the number of node sets. th·at could be eliminate·a: from a. ·:.' 
r 
complete tree (sub-tree}'. -For the. 'nitntinll1Il stor~a.ge cas:e·, the .. nt>4e .. 
. ··,_ s·ets were converted to the.:ir .. ~_qu_i·v.lA~nt .number of non~te·r1rt~-n&t nodes • 
,. ;., When. the. optimization crfterd.;:on was· to: minimize respops_e. '1:;_ime, the •. 
J. 
node s.ets were converted to their equivalent expected test~tim~s. .. 
. , ,,, . 
. . . 
This was the expected time tG ,-t~st. all the conditions .in . a path · front . · 
. I . 
. 
. 
' the parent node of a node :set to···a terminal &de. -·~i-s provided ~ . .... 
' . 
' .r 
,·, ' .. , ' 
·" ' ·, ·' I 
,. 
,. ,l" • - .. t\• ,-••'\ C ' 
\ ' I' ' -,; 
~· 
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. . . 
... ' . . . ' . ·.· 
' ,. ''I 
' ' 
' ,, 
., ' I ', ,' • '° 
. measure of' the tes~ time; saved'. when ,:-the node; set . is· elµninated. 
' t .... 
. \ ,• - . 
' .·i' . 
' ' 
,, Q'.··,J I, • ,J' ,. • ill t 
The existing algoritms· did not ignor~ the dashes ·as t·hey· did . 
the ELSE rule. They did, however, base their calculations on all 
the dashes in: a table •. This was done without regard t·o· ·the fact that 
some of the dashes might b~ split ; . tht1s, eliminiat_ing ~he . split 
• 1 
. 
' . ~ . 
, 
dashes.' s ·capability for node,. s>.~t ·eliminations.. 'rh,e proposed :algo!ithm.s 
. 




effect· .th~t: higher ~rp.er: ~node set. ·eliminations .. had .on the available 
.. 
· number of lower order node sets.. ?he a.lgori thms then estimated the 
number of node s_ets· that- :Goul<l be -el·iminated due to da.shes .in the 
table. 
. ,, .... 
' ' 
.,.;.,,--•I-
Re-commendat::i~:on-s . for further· .stu,ciy -a.re- as: :follows : 




minimum response tlm.e algorithm and develop a user 
oriented proce:dure· fo.r dash pla..c.e111ent that will 




'2. Develop· an. algor.i:thm that. ·will provi:cle tradeoffs 
(du.ring the creation of ·a ciecis.i:on tree) between 
storage and .respons:~ time sucli ,that when· one 
criterion is used and has met its requirements 
I ( time or storage l ,· the algorithm. will then J 
switch its optimization· criterion. .. 








Investigate the possibility of extending.the con-
cepts develop~d in this. _thesis. to extended entry ·. · 
tables • 
:_ .. J!QO. 
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